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Abstract 

 

 

Effective resource management on dynamic jobsites is crucial to successful 

construction project delivery. Automation systems for positioning and tracking 

construction resources, such as equipment, materials, tools and laborers involved on 

the site, provide engineers with reliable operations data, enhanced situational 

awareness and more effective project control. Technological advances have opened up 

the prospect of applying state-of-the-art radio frequency (RF) technologies, such as 

the global positioning system (GPS) and the radio frequency identification (RFID), for 

resource tracking in construction engineering. The performances of RF systems, 

however, could be severely degraded and thus become unreliable, due to signal 

blockage, distortion or deterioration when applied in an enclosed or partially covered 

environment.  

 

This thesis research aims to tackle challenging resource tracking problems in the 

enclosed, complicated underground space of microtunneling construction. In such 

projects a steerable, remotely controlled tunnel boring machine (TBM) drills a 

subsurface utility tunnel with diameters generally ranging from 0.6 to 2.5 m. Accurate 

TBM tracking provides vital guidance to steering its advancement along an 

as-designed tunnel alignment in the underground space. However, on the majority of 
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microtunneling sites, the TBM is only roughly guided by conventional laser alignment 

systems. The operators, therefore, still rely heavily on experiences for TBM steering 

and alignment control. Although advanced TBM guidance systems have been 

developed by integrating sophisticated mechanical, optical and electromagnetic 

subsystems, the high complexity of the system design can compromise system 

reliability, while considerably increasing the system’s price and consumption cost.  

 

This research proposes an automated and cost-effective solution for precise TBM 

tracking through surveying-computing integration. A robotic total station is remotely 

controlled by preprogrammed procedures to automatically track and survey the 

observation points fixed on the TBM. Thus, the TBM’s position in the underground 

space is mapped on the fly within millimeter level accuracy. Any deviations from the 

as-designed alignment can also be derived instantaneously. Furthermore, given the 

coordinates of a minimum of three observation points on the TBM, the TBM’s 

orientation (as defined with its three body rotation angles of yaw, pitch and roll) is 

determined by applying sophisticated point-to-angle computing algorithms in real 

time, rather than by using any orientation gauges or instruments (such as inclinometers, 

gyroscopes and compasses).  

 

A Monte Carlo simulation approach is then formulated and applied in order to ensure 

the performances of the proposed solution satisfy practical application requirements in 

terms of the accuracy. Two well-established point-to-angle computing algorithms 
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originating from space science and navigation engineering, the deterministic tri-axis 

attitude determination (TRIAD) algorithm and the optimal Quaternion method, are 

elaborated, evaluated and compared. Besides, four possible layout options for fixing a 

limited quantity of observation points on the TBM are considered in the simulations.  

 

A hardware-software integrated prototype of the proposed TBM tracking solution was 

developed in house for concept proving and verifying the application value. The 

prototype system has undergone extensive validation testing. Its functionality was first 

tested in the laboratory. With the assistance of industry partners, the practical 

applicability of the system was further verified over a three-month period in late 2009, 

on an ongoing microtunneling site in Hong Kong. Coupled with a 1.2 m diameter 

TBM, the system had been successfully implemented in tracking the installation of a 

55 m long section of concrete tunnel. The TBM’s position and orientation data were 

gathered automatically and completely. The data updating frequency was once per 

minute.  

 

The research has made essential contributions to the state of the art in resource 

tracking, computing and automation in construction engineering research. In terms of 

industrial contributions, the research has delivered a surveying-computing integrated, 

automated and cost-effective solution to tracking a working TBM in the underground 

space, holding high potential to advance the state of the practice in microtunneling 

operations.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 

1.1. Background 

 

1.1.1. Resource Tracking in Construction Engineering 

 

Effective resource management on dynamic jobsites is crucial to successful 

construction project delivery. Automation systems for positioning and tracking 

construction resources, such as equipment, materials, laborers and tools involved on 

the site, provide engineers with reliable operations data, enhanced situational 

awareness and more effective project control. It is self evident that development of 

cost-effective, automated methods for construction resource positioning and tracking 

leads to improvements in overall project performances, in terms of productivity, 

quality, safety and sustainability.  

 

Current practice, however, commonly registers the positions of on-site construction 

resources by traditional manual methods (Navon and Shpatnitsky 2005). The data 
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collection process is labor intensive, costly and error prone; the resulting data are often 

kept as paper-based records, which need to be post-processed into digital format for 

computer analysis (Lu et al. 2009). In consequence, the absence of up to date 

information on construction resources exacerbates the variability in construction 

operations, severely hampering effective project control and management (Sacks et al. 

2005).  

 

In recent years, technological advances have opened up the prospect of applying 

state-of-the-art radio frequency (RF) technologies, such as the global positioning 

system (GPS) and the radio frequency identification (RFID), for resource tracking in 

construction engineering. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that previous research efforts 

and preliminary industry applications of the RF technologies, in connection with 

construction resource tracking, have so far been largely focused on relatively open 

areas, for instance, in earth moving operations, road construction and materials 

storage (Li et al. 1996; Peyret et al. 2000; Song et al. 2006).  

 

1.1.2. Trenchless and Microtunneling Operations 

 

Trenchless technology is defined as a family of techniques, processes or procedures, 

including the equipment, machines and materials involved, which minimizes or 

eliminates the need for surface excavation, or reduces environmental damage, or 

reduces the associated costs for underground work (ISTT 2010). Over the past decade, 
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increasing demands for social equity and environmental sustainability have spurred 

rapid developments and widespread applications of trenchless technology in 

installation, rehabilitation and replacement of underground pipelines.  

 

Microtunneling and pipe jacking are commonly used trenchless techniques for 

constructing subsurface utility tunnels. In such projects a steerable tunnel boring 

machine (TBM) is remotely controlled for drilling tunnels with diameters generally 

ranging from 0.6 to 2.5 m (ASCE 2001; Kramer et al. 1992). The TBM’s advancement 

in the underground working space is seamlessly coupled with cyclic pipe jacking 

processes. As such, jacking pipe sections are installed to form a continuous pipe string 

between a jacking shaft and a receiving shaft. Notably, in contrast with the 

conventional open-trench method, the use of microtunneling for installing subsurface 

pipeline provides a sustainable urbanization technology that is “trenchless” in nature, 

making it more community and environmentally friendly for use in well developed 

and densely populated cities such as Hong Kong.  

 

1.2. Problem Statements 

 

This thesis research is concerned with resource positioning and tracking problems in 

the enclosed, complicated underground space of microtunneling construction. 

Extensive literature review on resource tracking technologies in construction 

engineering, together with field investigation on current microtunneling practices 
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have been carried out during the research. The problems to be addressed in the thesis 

are then identified in: (1) construction resource tracking in an enclosed environment, 

and (2) TBM tracking during microtunneling.  

 

1.2.1. Construction Resource Tracking in an Enclosed Environment 

 

RF technologies have proven to be feasible for construction resource tracking in 

relatively open areas. The performances of RF systems, however, are generally 

severely degraded and thus become inaccurate or unreliable, suffering from signal 

blockage, distortion or deterioration when applied in an enclosed or partially covered 

environment. For instance, the communication distance between RFID tags and 

readers would be decreased considerably with the existence of metals in their vicinity 

(e.g. reinforcement mesh, steel scaffold, shoring, or shutter, metal door and hoardings) 

(Ergen et. 2007; Lu et al. 2007); while the use of GPS for resource positioning and 

tracking on enclosed or partial covered construction sites presents distinctive 

challenges to the technology itself due to blockage and deflection of satellite signals 

(Lu et al. 2004; Mattos 2003).  

 

1.2.2. TBM Tracking during Microtunneling 

 

Accurate TBM tracking during microtunneling provides vital guidance to steer its 

advancement along the direction of as-designed tunnel alignment in the underground 
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space (Thomson 1993). Tolerances on tunnel deviations in the horizontal and vertical 

planes for microtunneling projects are generally specified in the order of ± 50 and ± 75 

mm, respectively (PJA 1995). Unforeseen underground obstacles and 

non-homogeneous geological conditions, however, make TBM steering and tunnel 

alignment control a challenging task.  

 

In the majority of current microtunneling sites, the TBM is only roughly guided by 

conventional laser systems. The operators rely heavily on their experiences to 

perceive TBM’s position and orientation changes. It is not unusual that a TBM’s actual 

advancement deviates from the designed alignment, resulting in: (1) identification of 

out-of-tolerance errors in the as-built tunnel alignment, or (2) TBM being trapped 

underground (Shen et al. 2011). The ensuing recovery or corrective measures can be 

prohibitively expensive and time-consuming, undermining the overall performance of 

the current project and potentially hindering the application of trenchless technology 

in the future projects (Mok and Mak 2009).  

 

In order to substantially describe the state of a TBM’s position, the three-axis 

orientation of a TBM is defined as its three body rotation angles of yaw, pitch and roll 

in the underground space. The ability of precisely gauging the TBM’s orientation is 

critical to: (1) making timely adjustments to the TBM’s body rotations upon 

encountering unexpected underground obstacles or penetrating through 

non-homogeneous grounds, and (2) envisaging the TBM’s position in the 
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underground working space. In general, the current practice gauges the TBM’s body 

rotations through instrumentation. For instance, a two-axis inclinometer is commonly 

fixed on the TBM to measure its rotation angles of pitch and roll in vertical planes. 

However, the measurement of TBM’s yaw angle is more demanding and costly, as the 

horizontal angular changes cannot activate the gravity-referenced inclinometer. 

Consequently, the TBM’s yaw data are unavailable in traditional laser based TBM 

guidance systems which are extensively applied in current microtunneling operations.  

 

At present, a handful of specialist corporations and leading TBM manufacturers have 

developed advanced TBM guidance systems by integrating sophisticated mechanical, 

optical and electromagnetic subsystems (VMT 2003; Seilert and Nod 2007; Tacs 

2010). Nonetheless, the high complexity in the system design may compromise 

system reliability while considerably increasing the system’s price and consumption 

cost, including system maintenance and technical service.  

 

1.3. Research Objectives 

 

The general aim of this research is to develop automated and cost-effective alternative 

solutions for precise positioning and tracking of construction resources involved in the 

enclosed, complicated underground working space. The research is expected to 

materialize the following particular objectives:  
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 To explore and investigate feasible technologies and methodologies for accurate 

resource tracking in the underground working space. The coordinates of points on 

a resource should be automatically fixed within millimeter level accuracy.  

 To develop a computing method for orientation determination of construction 

resources. Particularly, by tracking a limited quantity of observation points fixed 

on the resource, the three-axis orientation of the resource should be derived by 

invoking point-to-angle computing algorithms in real time, rather than by using 

any orientation gauges or instruments (such as inclinometers, gyroscopes and 

compasses).  

 To evaluate the established point-to-angle computing algorithms originating from 

space science and navigation engineering, and further to adapt the algorithms to 

cater for practical construction applications.  

 To formalize a simulation based technique to assess the accuracies of new devices 

and computing methods for resource tracking in construction engineering. In this 

research, the simulation approach is applied to evaluate the performances of the 

proposed surveying-computing integrated solution to construction resource 

tracking in the enclosed underground space. The resulting accuracy of the 

solution is defined in terms of: (1) errors of a point surveying method, and (2) 

errors of a particular point-to-angle computing algorithm.  

 To verify the technical feasibility and practical applicability of a prototype system 

resulting from the research through conducting physical validation testing in the 

laboratory and on the site.  
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1.4. Research Methodology 

 

In order to effectively realize the research objectives, the steps enumerated below 

outline the research methodology utilized to develop a surveying-computing 

integrated approach to positioning and tracking construction resources in the partially 

covered and enclosed environments, in particular, a working TBM in the complicated 

underground space of microtunneling.  

 

 Conducting comprehensive literature review in areas of construction engineering, 

surveying, space science and navigation engineering. Related techniques and 

methods have been thoroughly reviewed, evaluated and adapted to cater for 

practical construction applications.  

 Carrying out extensive industry survey and site investigation in microtunneling 

and pipe jacking projects to keep current with the industry practice, further 

identifying practical problems and needs in regard to TBM tracking in 

microtunneling.  

 Proposing a surveying-computing integrated solution to tracking a TBM during 

microtunneling. A robotic total station is remotely controlled by preprogrammed 

procedures so as to automatically track and survey the TBM’s position in the 

underground space. Furthermore, with the coordinates of a minimum of three 

tracking points on the TBM, the orientation of the TBM is determined by applying 

sophisticated point-to-angle computing algorithms in real time.  
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 Formulating and applying a Monte Carlo simulation approach in order to ensure 

that the performances of the proposed solution satisfy the practical application 

requirements, in terms of the achievable accuracy.  

 Evaluating and adapting two point-to-angle computing algorithms originating 

from space science and navigation engineering, namely, the deterministic tri-axis 

attitude determination (TRIAD) algorithm and the optimal Quaternion method.  

 Designing and comparing four possible layout options for fixing a limited 

quantity of observation points on the TBM.  

 Developing a hardware-software integrated prototype in house to realize the 

proposed TBM tracking solution. The prototype system physically consists of: (1) 

a control laptop computer, (2) an off-the-shelf robotic total station, (3) cable 

connection between the computer and the total station, and (4) multiple tracking 

targets fixed on construction resources.  

 Coding in-house software to: (1) realize automated operations of tracking and 

surveying multiple target points fixed on a moving construction resource; (2) 

perform point-to-angle computing for orientation determination; (3) visualize 

resource position and orientation in the three dimensional (3D) space on the fly.  

 Testing the functionality of the prototype system in laboratory, with respect to: (1) 

automated surveying of multiple observation targets, and (2) orientation 

determination for a moving object that mimics a working TBM.  

 Deploying the prototype system on an ongoing microtunneling site in Hong Kong 

for three-month period of field trials.  
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1.5. Thesis Outline 

 

Based on this research, the PhD candidate has produced and submitted or published 

several scientific manuscripts in forms of journal papers and conference articles that 

document the research efforts and findings of developing the surveying-computing 

integrated solution to tracking a TBM during microtunneling. The thesis is primarily 

comprised of all the essential materials underpinning those publications.  

 

Each chapter of the thesis addresses one critical component of the thesis research, and 

is concluded with an extensive list of references [including books, papers and internet 

uniform resource locators (URLs)] that direct the reader to further resources related to 

the main topic of the chapter. Chapter 1 overviews the whole thesis by introducing the 

background information, problem statements, research objectives and methodology 

adopted. In Chapter 2, a comprehensive literature review, in areas of construction 

engineering, surveying, space science and navigation engineering, is presented to 

form the basis in conducting this multi-disciplinary research. Chapter 3 depicts the 

system design of the surveying-computing integrated solution to tracking a TBM 

during microtunneling. The methodologies applied to automatically survey a TBM’s 

position and to derive its orientation through computing are described. In Chapter 4, 

Monte Carlo simulation is formulated to assess the performance of the proposed 

system. Two point-to-angle computing algorithms, together with four possible layout 

options for fixing observation points on the TBM, are evaluated and compared by 
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simulation. Chapter 5 presents the prototype development of the proposed solution, 

along with extensive validation testing conducted in the laboratory and on the site. 

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes what has been accomplished thus far, and further 

recommends the directions of follow-up research in the future.  

 

Besides, four appendices are provided at the end of the thesis to supplement this 

research from several relevant aspects. Appendix A introduces the Leica geo serial 

interface (GSI) communication protocol adopted for realizing automation control of a 

robotic total station. Appendix B presents a guide to the graphic user interface (GUI) 

programming technique in MATLAB, which has been used for developing the 

in-house computer program for data acquisition, computing and visualization. 

Appendix C illustrates the computing procedure for deriving the rotation angles of a 

moving object in laboratory testing by using two computing algorithms. Appendix D 

describes relevant matrix and vector algebra, so as to make the complicated matrix 

computations in this thesis comprehensible and acceptable by researchers and 

practitioners in the area of construction engineering.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Literature Review 

 

 

 

2.1. Introduction 

 

The multi-disciplinary nature of this research entails a comprehensive literature 

review in the areas of construction engineering, surveying, space science and 

navigation engineering. Relevant techniques and methods are thoroughly reviewed 

and evaluated for addressing construction resource tracking problems in the enclosed 

and complicated underground working space.  

 

This chapter begins with a comprehensive introduction to the microtunneling 

operations. Currently available TBM guidance systems are then evaluated, which 

defines a research niche for developing an automated and cost-effective solution to 

TBM tracking in this research. The following section reviews a theoretical framework 

of construction-surveying integration, within which some enabling technologies in 

connection with construction resource tracking are examined, including GPS, RFID, 

integrated solution and robotic total station.  
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2.2. Microtunneling Operations 

 

Microtunneling is a trenchless method for constructing subsurface utility tunnels with 

diameters generally ranging from 0.6 to 2.5 m, such as pipelines, conduits or access 

for sewers, water main, gas and electric cables (ASCE 2001; Kramer et al. 1992). In 

such projects, a steerable TBM is remotely controlled for drilling a utility tunnel from 

a jacking shaft to a receiving shaft. In contrast with the conventional open-trench 

method, microtunneling minimizes the interference with surface traffic, services and 

the environment, thanks to the “trenchless” in nature. Therefore, it has gained 

worldwide popularity over the last decade, especially for use in well developed and 

densely populated cities such as Hong Kong.  

 

2.2.1. Construction Methods 

 

Microtunneling operations are generally carried out by cyclic pipe jacking processes. 

As illustrated in Figure 2-1, the site operations normally begin with the construction 

and preparation of the jacking and receiving shafts. The jacking equipment is then 

accommodated in the jacking shaft, including a group of hydraulic jacks, a jacking 

frame and a thrust wall, as shown in Figure 2-1. A TBM is then lowered into the 

jacking shaft and set up for tunnel excavation, which is operated from a control 

container located on the ground surface. After the TBM is pushed into the ground by 

the hydraulic jacking system, jacking pipes are lowered into the jacking shaft one after 
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the other, connecting to the TBM or the preceding pipe sections by use of watertight 

joints. The pipe string, consisting of the TBM and the following pipe sections, is 

pushed from the jacking shaft towards the receiving shaft as the TBM advances. 

Meanwhile, the excavated materials are transported through the slurry discharging 

pipes (for slurry pressure balance TBM) to the ground surface, or the screw conveyor 

to the jacking shaft by a trolley system (for earth pressure balance TBM), and then 

lifted up to the ground surface (ASCE 2001; Mok and Mak 2009). The pipe jacking 

process is duplicated again and again until the TBM arrives at the receiving shaft.  

 

Jacking Shaft Receiving Shaft

Control Container

Jacking Pipes
TBM

Hydraulic Jacks &
Jacking Frame

Thrust Wall

Separation Tank

Slurry Charging 
& Discharging 

Pipes

Plan View on
Jacking Shaft

 

Figure 2-1. Microtunneling techniques for constructing underground utility tunnels 

in trenchless [adapted from Herrenknecht (2010)] 

 

2.2.2. Major Microtunneling Equipment 

 

Major equipment employed in microtunneling operations includes: (1) TBM, (2) 
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control container, (3) jacking system, (4) jacking pipes, and (5) spoil removal system. 

Each of the microtunneling equipment is discussed below.  

 

2.2.2.1. TBM 

 

The TBM is the leading resource involved in microtunneling operations for tunnel 

excavation. It can be generally classified into two categories: (1) the slurry pressure 

balance (SPB) TBM, or referred to as the slurry TBM, and (2) the earth pressure 

balance (EPB) TBM (Thomson 1993).  

 

The slurry TBM is widely used to construct pipelines in mixed to hard ground 

conditions under ground water. It is therefore suitable for use in deep tunneling 

projects with the depth up to 30 m (Mok and Mak 2009). The face is excavated by a 

full-face rotating cutting head at the front of the TBM, which is equipped with disc 

cutters, as shown in Figure 2-2. During the course of driving, bentonite based slurry is 

pumped in an excavation chamber behind the cutting head through slurry charging 

pipes. The pressurized slurry over the excavation surface serves to balance the ground 

water pressure, as well as stabilize the face. Excavated materials mixed with slurry are 

then transported to the ground surface through the discharging pipes.  
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Figure 2-2. Cutting head of a slurry TBM 

 

The EPB TBM works on the principle of maintaining pressure in the excavation 

chamber equal to the hydrostatic pressure in surrounding ground, which is generally 

utilized for tunneling through homogeneous ground conditions with low water 

permeability. The excavated materials are transported to the jacking shaft by a trolley 

system, and then lifted up to ground surface. Note the slurry TBM is commonly 

employed in Hong Kong, and therefore will be mainly discussed in this thesis.  

 

2.2.2.2. Control Container 

 

The control container is normally located on the ground surface for remote control of 

the TBM and corresponding site operations. An operation console in the control 

container presents constant feedback about the TBM location, orientation and 
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hydraulic devices, as shown in Figure 2-3. Given any tunnel alignment deviations 

indicated by a TBM guidance system, the TBM operator can steer the direction of the 

TBM, and make suitable corrections to the alignment by extension or retraction of 

several steering cylinders installed in the TBM. In addition, video cameras set up in 

the jacking shaft enable the operator to monitor ongoing operations from the control 

container in real time.  

 

 

Figure 2-3. Operation console in the control container 

 

2.2.2.3. Jacking System 

 

The jacking system comprises a group of hydraulic jacks, the jacking frame and the 

thrust wall, which provides considerable force for pipe jacking operations. The 

hydraulic jacks are uniformly distributed in the jacking shaft in connection with the 

jacking frame, as shown in Figure 2-4. The thrust wall is constructed at the rear of the 
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jacking shaft to provide a reaction against which jacking forces can be applied. After 

reaching maximum stroke of the hydraulic jacks, the jacking frame is returned to its 

original position by retracting the jacks for installation of a new jacking pipe.  

 

Jacking Frame Hydraulic Jacks Thrust Wall

 

Figure 2-4. Jacking system deployed in the jacking shaft 

 

An intermediate jacking station may also be incorporated in the jacking system for 

long drives. The intermediate jacking station is a fabricated steel cylinder fitted with 

hydraulic jacks that is installed into a pipeline between two pipe sections (ASCE 

2001). In long drive microtunneling, the jacking loads would increase beyond the safe 

limit. The intermediate jacking stations are therefore installed at pre-determined 

locations of the pipeline, usually 50 to 100 m, to avoid excessive loading in the main 

jacking system. Figure 2-5 shows an intermediate jacking station installed inside the 

tunnel. With the pipes to the rear forming the reaction block, the front part of the 

pipeline is jacked forward by use of the intermediate jacking station (Thomson 1993). 
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Figure 2-5. Intermediate jacking station installed inside the tunnel 

 

2.2.2.4. Jacking Pipes 

 

The jacking pipes, or referred to as the sleeve pipes, are the fundamental elements for 

constructing an underground pipeline using the microtunneling method. The pipes can 

be manufactured from various materials, such as clay, steel, glass reinforced plastic 

(GRP), glass reinforced concrete (GRC) and steel reinforced concrete. Yet the steel 

reinforced concrete pipes are most commonly used in microtunneling projects, as 

shown in Figure 2-6. The jacking pipes are generally well designed and manufactured 

to withstand the great jacking loads. Typically a jacking pipe is 2 to 3 m long, while 

shorter pipes are used occasionally (Read 2004). In addition, the joint for pipe 

connection is crucial to the success of the pipe jacking work, which provides 

watertightness and loading transfer between pipe sections.  
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Figure 2-6. 1.2 m diameter steel reinforced concrete jacking pipe 

 

2.2.2.5. Spoil Removal System 

 

The spoil removal system used in the slurry TBM is a close-loop system. Excavated 

materials mixed with slurry are transported trough the slurry discharging pipes, and 

pumped up into a separation plant consisting of two sedimentation tanks above the 

ground, as shown in Figure 2-7. The excavated materials are first pumped into a back 

tank for sedimentation due to gravity (see Figure 2-7). The overrunning water is 

filtered in a front tank, from where the recycled slurry is sucked and transported to the 

TBM cutting head by the slurry charging pipes.  
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Figure 2-7. Sedimentation tanks at slurry separation plant 

 

2.2.3. Considerations for Tunnel Alignment Design 

 

The majority of microtunneling projects are designed as straight alignment, as the 

microtunneling in curved alignment is more expensive and challenging (ASCE 2001). 

Hence, the curved drive is only considered as the last resort when practical constraints 

do not allow straight-line solutions. In such projects, the radii of the curved alignments 

are generally designed to be more than 300 m, so as to ensure: (1) proper alignment 

control in steering the TBM, (2) smooth loading transfer between pipe sections, and (3) 

watertightness on pipe joints (Mok et al. 2007a).  

 

2.2.4. Challenges for TBM Steering and Alignment Control 
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At present, it is still a challenging task to steer the TBM closely along the as-designed 

tunnel alignment, suffering from the invisibility and uncertainty problems 

encountered in the underground construction. Tolerances on tunnel deviations in the 

horizontal and vertical planes are generally specified for microtunneling projects, in 

the order of ± 50 and ± 75 mm, respectively (PJA 1995). However, unforeseen 

underground obstacles and non-homogeneous geological conditions increase the 

challenges for TBM steering control. For instance, in the ground with alternating soil 

and rock composition, the line and level of the pipeline could fluctuate significantly 

along its length, as the TBM always moves faster toward soft materials (Mok et al. 

2007b).  

 

Accurate TBM tracking during microtunneling provides vital guidance to steer its 

advancement in the underground space (Thomson 1993). Next, the pros and cons of 

currently available TBM guidance systems being applied in microtunneling and pipe 

jacking operations are evaluated.  

 

2.3. Currently Available TBM Guidance Systems 

 

Commonly applied TBM guidance systems can be classified into two categories by 

their underlying technologies: laser targeting systems and compass based inertial 

navigation systems.  
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2.3.1. Laser Targeting Systems 

 

Laser beams are extensively employed as an effective aid for directional control in 

tunnel construction (Maidl et al. 1996). At present, laser targeting systems 

predominate in straight drive microtunneling and pipe jacking applications (Read 

2004). A laser theodolite or laser station is firmly installed in the jacking shaft. The 

laser beam is projected along the desired tunnel alignment onto a target board mounted 

on the TBM, providing a constant reference point to check offsets of the TBM’s 

current position. Laser targeting systems can be further classified into the passive 

targeting system and the active targeting system.  

 

The passive laser targeting system is a straightforward and low-cost solution, as 

illustrated in Figure 2-8. A laser target board is mounted on the TBM. Real time 

images of the target board are usually transferred to the surface operation console by a 

closed-circuit television (CCTV) system. Based on the offsets of the laser spot on the 

target board, the TBM operator can then infer on the current line and level deviations, 

as shown in the top right of Figure 2-8. In addition, a two-axis inclinometer is 

commonly installed on the TBM to gauge its rotation angles of pitch and roll, as 

indicated in Figure 2-8. It is noted, however, the yawing angle, which is crucial to 

controlling the “left-right” rotation of the TBM, cannot be measured by the 

gravity-referenced inclinometer.  
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Figure 2-8. Passive laser targeting system 

 

The active laser targeting system makes enhancements to the passive system. Shown 

in Figure 2-9, the laser beam hits the target board of an active laser target unit. 

Laser-sensitive photocells on the target board can register and digitize the position of 

the laser spot using a mechanism similar to digital cameras, as indicated in the top 

right of Figure 2-9. One notable technical advantage of the system is that the yawing 

angle can be determined by the active target unit through examining the incidence 

angle of the laser beam. Like the passive system, the pitching and rolling angles are 

usually gauged by a two-axis inclinometer embedded in the system. It is noteworthy 

that latest laser targeting systems have also taken advantage of a motorized laser 

theodolite to cope with large-radius curved alignments (VMT 2003; Tacs 2010). 
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Figure 2-9. Active laser targeting system 

 

Despite the technological maturity of laser-based TBM guidance systems, problems 

associated with microtunneling and pipe jacking applications are identified, including: 

(1) displacement of the laser beam due mainly to the theodolite stand being 

destabilized during the pipe jacking process, (2) dispersion and refraction of the laser 

beam over a long distance, and (3) difficulty to receive laser’s projection over a long 

distance due to restricted screen size of target boards (Thomson 1993). An additional 

downside lies in the high complexity in system design of the active laser targeting 

system, which potentially increases cost while reducing reliability.  

 

2.3.2. Compass-based Inertial Navigation Systems 

 

Compass-based inertial navigation systems have been developed for TBM guidance, 

especially for installing pipeline with curved alignments. As shown in Figure 2-10, a 

north-seeking gyro compass installed on the TBM gauges the advance direction of 
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each drive. It provides an alternative solution to directly measuring the yawing angle 

of a TBM. A two-axis inclinometer is embedded in the inertial navigation system for 

measuring the pitching and rolling angles, which is similar to the laser targeting 

systems. With the advance distance and direction known, the TBM’s position can be 

fixed by the navigation principle of “dead reckoning” (Seilert and Nod 2007), which 

estimates the current TBM’s position based upon its previously determined position.  

 

 

Figure 2-10. Compass based inertial navigation system 

 

The inertial systems do not require line-of-sight, thus lending it well to microtunneling 

in curved alignments. However, positioning errors resulting from “dead reckoning” 

tend to build up with the increase of advance distance and operation time (which is 

commonly referred to as drift error in navigation terms) (Lu et al. 2007a). Thus, 

calibration of the TBM’s position on a regular basis is necessary in order to remove the 

drift error. In addition, the performance of the compass can be susceptible to 

mechanical vibration due to tunneling operations; the high cost of a precise compass is 
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another limitation that hinders wide application of inertial navigation systems in 

tunneling operations.  

 

In order to address the limitations of the currently available TBM guidance systems, 

this research intends to propose an automated and cost-effective alternative solution to 

tracking the TBM. In particular, this research carried out extensive and systematic 

investigations from a perspective of surveying, due to the positioning accuracy in 

millimeter levels required for microtunneling applications. The following section 

reviews a concept of construction-surveying integration.  

 

2.4. Construction-Surveying Integration 

 

Accurate positioning of any civil structure under or above ground is vital to the 

success of a construction project. The maturity of GPS and the advancement of laser 

technology laid the foundation for rapid developments in surveying technologies after 

1986 (Bernold 2002). At present, surveying -as enabled by GPS, laser and RF based 

communications- has blended into actual construction processes, changing the way 

construction is traditionally performed. Apparent benefits deriving from 

surveying-construction integration include: (1) desired positions are provided to 

operators of equipment and tools, on the spot and at the right time, allowing them to be 

more spatially accurate; (2) the amount of rework is diminished as a result of reduced 

errors and elimination of blueprints and staking; (3) manpower needs are significantly 
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reduced for working in dangerous work zones and for position checking (Bernold 

2002). Bernold (2002) demonstrated the case of a pipe manipulator in order to 

illustrate a remote position control system in construction. Hydraulic motors and 

cylinders powered the maneuvers of the pipe manipulator, which was designed as an 

attachment to a backhoe excavator and interfaced with line-grade lasers. In order to 

guide the placing of large water and sewer pipes into the trench at the correct line and 

grade, video cameras were used to communicate visually the position of the laser and 

laser targets to the excavator operator.  

 

Spatial integration further extends surveying-integrated construction, with the goal to 

merge the real time position of an equipment unit with the entire design within one 

coordinate system (Bernold 2002). Huang and Bernold (1997) presented an 

application of design-integrated excavation, in which two laser receivers were 

mounted on the top of the backhoe to track the position of the excavator. The resulting 

excavator’s real time model and the trench design computer-aided design (CAD) 

model were spatially integrated for the operator’s viewing in 3D during excavation. A 

second case was described of design-integrated craning with a patented rigging 

platform in Bernold (2002). Notably, two laser receivers plus an inclinometer were 

used to determine the position and orientation of the crane’s rigging platform in real 

time.  

 

This research intends to apply and advance the construction-surveying integration in 
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microtunneling. In the following section, enabling technologies and methods for 

construction resource tracking are reviewed and evaluated.  

 

2.5. Enabling Technologies for Construction Resource 

Tracking 

 

Nowadays, technological advances have opened up the prospect of employing 

state-of-the-art RF technologies for resource tracking in construction engineering. In 

particular, the GPS and the RFID have matured to afford cost-effective, unobtrusive 

solutions for tracking various resources in relatively harsh environments of 

construction sites. In this section, a critical review of previous investigations and 

preliminary applications of GPS, RFID and related RF technologies in the 

construction domain is first presented. Next, the candidate’s previous investigation for 

positioning and tracking construction vehicles in highly dense urban areas and 

partially covered building sites is described, which lays a solid foundation for carrying 

out further research in this thesis. Finally, the advanced surveying technology of 

robotic total station is specifically examined.  

 

2.5.1. GPS 

 

The current stand-alone GPS can lock positions with accuracy of 10 m in open areas. 

The positioning accuracy of 1 to 2 m is obtainable with differential GPS (DGPS), 
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which uses a GPS base receiver located at a fixed known point to correct the 

observations made by a rover receiver. With specific algorithms, real time kinematic 

GPS (RTK GPS) further enhances GPS positioning accuracy to centimeter (even 

millimeter) levels by combining measurements of signal carrier phases from both base 

and rover receivers.  

 

In a relatively open environment (e.g. in earth-moving operations or road 

construction), GPS proves to be the ideal technology for surveying and positioning 

guidance in following construction applications: (1) aiding autonomous control and 

guidance of an asphalt paver or a bulldozer (Peyret et al. 2000; Roberts et al. 1999), (2) 

equipment tracking, collision detection and resource utilization in earthmoving 

projects (Navon et al. 2004; Oloufa et al. 2003), (3) locating the movement of a tower 

crane (Sacks et al. 2005), (4) receiving, storing and issuing fabricated pipe spools in 

lay down yards on a process-piping site (Caldas et al. 2006), and (5) real time quality 

control of compaction operations in highway construction (Li et al. 1996).  

 

Nonetheless, the performance of GPS positioning in an enclosed or partially covered 

environment would be severely degraded due to blockage, deflection and distortion of 

satellite signals (Lu et al. 2004). Thus, the use of GPS for tracking resources on 

enclosed or partially coved construction sites presents distinctive challenges to the 

technology itself (Mattos 2003). 
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RFID proves to be a complementary technology to GPS, and is generally utilized for 

resource tracking in a local area (with the communication range less than or around ten 

meters).  

 

2.5.2. RFID 

 

RFID tags operate on radio frequencies of particular bandwidths to capture and 

transmit data, facilitating material management, time and attendance keeping, tools 

and capital equipment tracking and asset management (Navon et al. 2004). Naresh and 

Jahren (1997) conceptualized RFID systems for discrete point positioning in tracking 

construction vehicles, complemented by: (1) continuous vehicle position tracking by 

GPS, and (2) commercially available radio bands for transmitting text-based signals. 

Jaselskis and El-Misalami (2003) implemented passive RFID tags to receive and keep 

track of a variety of pipe spool components used in process-piping construction. Song 

et al. (2006) utilized active RFID tags for tracking the delivery and receipt of 

fabricated pipe spools in lay down yards and under shipping portals; 100% accuracy 

was reported in automatically identifying pipe spools when they were driven at a 

speed less than 2 m/h through a portal gate equipped with four antennas. Goodrum et 

al. (2006) developed a tool tracking system with active RFID tags embedded in tool 

casings. Their field trials found that active RFID technology has significant potential 

to improve tools inventory and allocation on the site.  
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However, one notable practical constraint in applying RFID in construction is that the 

communication distance between RFID tags and readers could decrease considerably 

with the existence of metals in their vicinity (e.g. reinforcement mesh, steel scaffold, 

shoring, or shutter, metal door and hoardings) (Ergen et al. 2007; Lu et al. 2007a). 

Another weakness of RFID is that it lacks a generic methodology for precisely ranging 

under different circumstances, and hence does not provide sufficient accuracy for 

positioning purposes (Goodrum et al. 2006).  

 

In relation to the applications of other RF technologies in construction engineering, 

one reported attempt was to apply the same positioning principle as GPS in 

conceptualizing ground-based RF stations so as to track labor input in on-site 

activities (Navon and Goldschmidt 2003). However, the current RF technologies 

(including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and wireless sensor networks) fall short of providing 

sufficient positioning accuracy for building site applications. Jang and Skibniewski 

(2009a; 2009b) proposed ZigBee-based wireless sensor networks for object tracking 

and monitoring in construction processes. In particular, they resorted to ultrasound and 

the time of arrival (TOA) principle for localization of construction materials. The 

ranging data were collected simultaneously for centralized computing via a ZigBee 

network. However, disadvantages associated with ultrasound positioning may hamper 

potential applications in complicated construction environments, to name a few, lack 

of line-of-sight transmission, multipath errors, high cost and high power consumption. 

In addition, hybrid use of RFID and GPS was proposed by Ergen et al. (2007) in 
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applying a RFID-GPS integrated solution for positioning precast concrete components: 

the position of the picking bar of a gantry crane was tracked by a GPS receiver, while 

GPS data were written into RFID tags attached on the precast units being lifted. An 

approximately 60% success rate was reported.  

 

The above literature review indicates that previous research efforts and engineering 

applications of RF technologies, in connection with construction resource tracking, 

have so far been largely focused on relatively open areas. Due to signal blockage, 

distortion or deterioration when applied in an enclosed or partial covered environment, 

the performance of a stand alone RF system is generally severely degraded, and thus 

become inaccurate or unreliable. As such, in previous research, the candidate 

successfully developed an integrated solution to positioning and tracking a mixer 

truck in highly dense urban areas and on partially covered building sites (Lu et al. 

2007a; Lu et al. 2009).  

 

2.5.3. Integrated Solution to Positioning and Tracking Construction 

Vehicles in Partially Covered Environments 

 

To address the limitations of applying GPS for tracking construction vehicles in highly 

dense urban areas and on partially covered building sites, the candidate proposed a 

continuous, all-location, real time solution by: (1) integrating GPS with the 

gyroscope-based vehicle navigation technology called “dead reckoning” (DR), and (2) 
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using Bluetooth for short-range wireless data communication, and commercial mobile 

phone networks for long-range wireless data transmission (Lu et al. 2007a).  

 

Shown in Figure 2-11, the vehicle navigation technology of DR automatically 

supplants GPS when satellite signals become unavailable or unreliable. The 

accumulated error of DR, over long time period or a long travel distance, is corrected 

automatically by a road-side Bluetooth beacon, which is placed in a location with 

well-defined coordinate. The beacon resembles the RFID tag in functionality, but 

operates on Bluetooth for establishing reliable communication links with the 

in-vehicle navigation unit. In addition, real time data, as of location and status of the 

mixer truck, are transmitted to the control center by short message service (SMS) over 

commercial mobile phone networks, as illustrated in Figure 2-11.  

 

With additional wiring design, the system was augmented into an automated data 

collection system for tracking concrete delivery operations (Lu et al. 2009). The 

availability of truck positioning data in real time also enabled simulation and 

optimization of short-term concrete plant operations, opening up the possibility of 

integrating actual progress data with simulation-produced planning data, so as to 

support the manager’s decision making process with quick, dynamic feedback loops 

(Lu et al. 2003; Lu et al. 2007b). As a continuous effort, this thesis research is 

concerned with resource tracking problems in the enclosed, complicated underground 

working space.  
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Figure 2-11. Integrated solution to positioning and tracking a mixer truck in partially 

covered environments 

 

2.5.4. Robotic Total Station 

 

Nowadays, total station has replaced conventional transit and theodolite, increasingly 

becoming the predominant instrument used in the surveying practice (Ghilani and 

Wolf 2008). A total station can accurately measure horizontal and vertical angles, as 

well as the slope distance from the station to a specific reflector target, and then 

determine the coordinates of the target. One significant innovation to traditional total 

stations, by using servomotors to drive horizontal and vertical motions of the total 

station’s telescope, enables a modern total station to function like a surveying robot, 
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which is therefore called as robotic total station (also referred to as automatic total 

station or motorized total station) (Kavanagh 2007).  

 

The off-the-shelf robotic total station provides well proven, mature technologies for: 

(1) automatic target recognition, (2) automatic target tracking, and (3) 

programmability for computer controlled automatic surveying (Leica 2004). Figure 

2-12 shows the operational mechanism for the automatic target recognition: the 

robotic total station first transmits an invisible laser beam to a reflector. The reflected 

light is received by an internal camera of the total station. The offset between the 

received light spot with the center of the total station’s telescope is determined to drive 

the telescope rotating about horizontal and vertical axes until the two points match 

(Leica 1996). In case the reflector is outside the telescope’s field of view, the telescope 

is driven and scanned spirally to search the reflector, as indicated in Figure 2-12.  

 

Robotic Total Station

Reflector

Vertical Motion

Horizontal Motion

Invisible Laser Beam 

 

Figure 2-12. Automatic target recognition by robotic total station 

[adapted from Leica (1996)] 
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With the automatic functionality and high precision in surveying results, robotic total 

stations are most suitable for repetitive surveying and continuously monitoring tasks 

(Leica 2004). The past decade has witnessed numerous successful applications of 

robotic total stations in the domain of geotechnical and civil engineering. Finno and 

Blackburn (2005) employed a robotic total station for measuring vertical and 

horizontal displacements of structural elements during excavation process. A series of 

optical surveying prisms were installed at selected locations around the site for 

implementing real time monitoring. Chrzanowski and Wilkins (2007) applied a 

robotic total station for automatic and real time monitoring of steep slopes, 

embankments, dams and dykes. A software system named ALERT was developed to 

control the robotic total station and to issue automatic warnings if the slope movement 

exceeds a preset threshold. In regard to related applications in Hong Kong, Yee et al. 

(2007) reported the use of three robotic total stations to track a system of prism targets 

mounted on the sleepers of railway, for automatic rail track deformation monitoring 

during microtunneling operations underneath a section of subway. However, it is 

noteworthy that those applications are mainly concerned with monitoring relatively 

static structures over a long span of time, as opposed to addressing the dynamic, real 

time problems of resource tracking in construction.  

 

2.6. Summary and Conclusions 

 

This chapter presents a comprehensive introduction to the microtunneling operations, 
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concerning the construction methods, major equipment, tunnel alignment design and 

practical operation challenges. This not only sheds light on the unique trenchless 

technique of microtunneling, but also defines practical needs for conducting this 

research. An evaluation on the TBM guidance has identified: (1) relevant research is 

rare in the construction engineering domain; (2) low-cost passive laser systems fail to 

gauge TBM’s yawing angle as needed for TBM steering and tunnel alignment control; 

and (3) advanced active laser systems and compass-based systems entail the 

integration of sophisticated mechanical, optical, and electromagnetic subsystems, 

considerably increasing the system price and application cost.  

 

The concept of construction-surveying integration forms the theoretical framework of 

this thesis research, aiming to blend precise resource tracking into actual construction 

processes for improving the construction practice and project management. A critical 

review of previous research efforts and industry applications of RF technologies, in 

connection with construction resource tracking, identified the application limitations 

in an enclosed or partially covered environment. This research is therefore proposed to 

extend previous investigation of positioning and tracking construction vehicles in 

highly dense urban areas or on partially covered building sites. Finally, the surveying 

technology of robotic total station is examined, with related engineering applications 

reviewed. The robotic total station, as a result, is found be the proper technology to use 

in the research, enabling precise point surveying and automation functionality.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

TBM Tracking through 

Surveying-Computing Integration 

 

 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

In order to address the limitations of applying RF technologies and currently available 

guidance systems for TBM tracking in microtunneling, this research aims at 

developing automated and cost-effective alternative solutions for precise positioning 

and tracking of construction resources in the enclosed, complicated underground 

working space. The coordinates of a point on the resource should be automatically 

fixed with accuracy in millimeter levels. Further, by tracking a limited quantity of 

observation points on the resource, the orientation of the resource (as defined with 

three body rotation angles of yaw, pitch and roll) should be derived by invoking a 

point-to-angle computing algorithm in real time, rather than by using any orientation 

gauges or instruments (such as inclinometers, gyroscopes and compasses).  

 

This chapter presents a surveying-computing integrated solution to TBM tracking 
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during microtunneling operations. The overall system design and functionality of the 

proposed TBM tracking solution are first described. Then, a brief introduction on how 

to fix the TBM’s position in the underground space by using a robotic total station is 

given. The following sections present an in-depth investigation on the computing 

method for deriving the TBM’s orientation through tracking a limited quantity of 

observation points. Two well-established point-to-angle computing algorithms 

originating from space science and navigation engineering, the deterministic tri-axis 

attitude determination (TRIAD) algorithm and the optimal Quaternion method, are 

elaborated and adapted for construction engineering applications.  

 

3.2. System Design of the Integrated Solution 

 

Figure 3-1 gives a depiction of the proposed automated and cost-effective solution to 

TBM tracking. A robotic total station is linked with a control laptop computer to 

automatically fix three tracking points fixed on the TBM. Thus, the TBM’s position in 

the underground space can be accurately mapped on the fly. Any line and level 

deviations from the as-designed alignment can be derived instantaneously. Further, 

given the coordinates of three tracking points, the TBM’s orientation can be deduced 

by applying sophisticated point-to-angle computing algorithms in real time. In order 

to counter the likely displacement of the total station by ground vibration during pipe 

jacking operations, a “benchmark” point, which is a fixed reference inside the jacking 

shaft or above ground, serves as one additional tracking point for automatically 
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calibrating the offsets of the total station’s stand, as shown in Figure 3-1.  

 

Robotic Total Station

Invisible Infra-red
Beam

TBM

As-designed
Tunnel Alignment 

Three Tracking 
Points

RS-232 
Data Cable

Control Laptop 
Computer

Fixed Reference 
Benchmark

 

Figure 3-1. Depiction of surveying-computing integrated solution to TBM tracking 

 

The maximum working distance of the proposed solution (i.e. the distance between 

the total station and the TBM) is set to be 400 m for the present research. In addition, 

the system lends itself well to tunnels with straight-line alignments. Note the majority 

of microtunneling and pipe jacking projects are designed as straight alignment, since 

tunneling in curve is more difficult and expensive (ASCE 2001). Nevertheless, as 

opposed to relying on fixed laser referencing in the laser guidance systems, the system 

is designed for dynamic target tracking: for the system to function in tunnels with 

curved alignment, the total station may be repositioned inside the tunnel to obtain the 

line of sight.  

 

3.3. Surveying of TBM’s Position by Total Station 
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3.3.1. Coordinate Systems 

 

Two Cartesian coordinate systems are commonly applied for describing the position 

and orientation of a solid object in the 3D space, namely the local geodetic frame and 

the body frame, as shown in Figure 3-2. The local geodetic frame (n-frame), also 

called the local horizontal frame or the local East-North-Up (ENU) frame, is generally 

adopted as a standard frame in construction surveying. The origin of the frame lies in a 

particular fixed location, and the three axes are along the directions of east, north and 

geodetic zenith, as illustrated in Figure 3-2a.  

 

By contrast, the body frame (b-frame) is an object-centered coordinate system, which 

is deliberately utilized for defining a solid object’s body rotations. Shown in Figure 

3-2b, the three axes of the TBM’s body frame are defined as: (1) Y axis along the 

center axis of the TBM pointing to the TBM’s advance direction, (2) X axis being 

perpendicular to the Y axis while parallel to the horizontal plane, and (3) Z axis being 

perpendicular to the X-Y plane and pointing upward. Note the body frame is anchored 

on the TBM, undergoing the same rotations as the TBM body. In other words, given 

that any point on the TBM is fixed, its point coordinates in the body frame are 

determined.  
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Figure 3-2. Two coordinate systems: (a) the local geodetic frame; 

and (b) the TBM’s body frame 

 

3.3.2. Point Coordinate Surveying and Computing 

 

Execution of the proposed TBM tracking system entails initializing the coordinates of 

the total station  0 0 0, ,x y z . Then, the total station can automatically survey one 

specific tracking point i by measuring three parameters relative to the origin point 

 0 0 0, ,x y z , namely: (1) the slope distance d, (2) the horizontal angle α, and (3) the 

vertical angle β, as shown in Figure 3-3. Note all the coordinates are given in the local 

geodetic frame (East-North-Up).  
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Figure 3-3. Measurements took by a total station to fix point coordinates 

[adapted from Leica (1997)] 

 

The relative coordinates of the point i can be calculated by: 
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The absolute coordinates of the point i are then determined as: 
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Given the ideal coordinates for point i are , ,i i ix y z   
 

 as per the as-designed tunnel 

alignment, the deviations in line and level can be determined by: 
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3.4. Point-to-Angle Computing of TBM’s Orientation 

 

In order to illuminate the complex computing mechanism for orientation 

determination, relevant geometric and mathematic theories are first explained in this 

section, in regard to: (1) how to represent the three-axis orientation in different 

coordinate systems; and (2) how to derive the rotation angles by the process of frame 

transformation.  

 

3.4.1. Orientation Representation 

 

In general, the TBM’s orientation describes the geometric relationships between the 

two coordinate systems. As given in Figure 3-4, the orientation can be represented by 

three rotation angles about the three axes in the TBM’s body frame (see Figure 3-4a), 

namely: (1) yaw - the TBM’s head turning “left-right” about Z-axis (see Figure 3-4b), 

(2) pitch - the TBM’s head turning “up-down” about X-axis (see Figure 3-4c), and (3) 

roll - the TBM’s body rotating around its own central axis or Y-axis (see Figure 3-4d). 
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Figure 3-4. TBM’s three-axis orientation: (a) illustration of three rotations; 

(b) yawing about Z-axis; (c) pitching about X-axis; and (d) rolling about Y-axis 

 

3.4.2. Frame Transformation 

 

In contrast with gauging body rotations through instrumentation, the TBM’s three-axis 

orientation in this research is determined by frame transformation based on surveying 

a limited quantity of observation points. Theoretically, three non-collinear points form 

a unique rigid plane. The orientation changes of the TBM are then deduced by 

matching three or more observation points from the TBM’s body frame onto the local 

geodetic frame.  

 

Shown in Figure 3-5, from the body frame (Figure 3-5a) to the local geodetic frame 

(Figure 3-5b), the frame transformation is materialized by three sequential rotations 
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(Figures 3-5c-e), known as Euler angles in navigation terms (Rogers 2007). For 

instance, the body frame undergoes the first rotation of   about the z-axis, as 

illustrated in Figure 3-5c. 

 

R3

 

Figure 3-5. Frame transformation through three sequential rotations: 

(a) the body frame; (b) the local geodetic frame; (c) first rotation about z-axis; 

(d) second rotation about x’-axis; and (e) third rotation about y’’-axis 

 

The point coordinates in the new frame x y z     can be derived from the initial 

x y z   frame by multiplying a transformation matrix ( )R  , as given in Equations 

(3-4) and (3-5). 

' ' 'ˆ ˆ( )x y z x y zp R p                         (3-4) 
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Note in this thesis, we represent a matrix with an uppercase letter. In general, ( , )R i j  

stands for the entry that lies in the i-th row and the j-th column of the matrix R . The 

matrix that has only one row or one column is referred to as a vector, which is 

represented with a lowercase letter. To distinguish a column vector ( n -by-one matrix) 

from a row vector (one-by- n  matrix), we place a wedge above the letter of each 

column vector, e.g. p̂ . Relevant matrix and vector algebra can also be found in 

Appendix D.  

 

The overall transformation matrix from the body frame to the local geodetic frame is 

calculated by multiplying three rotation matrices, as given in Equation (3-6). 

( ) ( ) ( )

cos 0 sin 1 0 0 cos sin 0

0 1 0 0 cos sin sin cos 0

sin 0 cos 0 sin cos 0 0 1

cos cos sin sin sin cos sin sin sin cos sin cos

cos sin cos cos sin

sin cos cos s

n
bC R R R  

   
   

   

           
    

  



     
           
          

  
 

 in sin sin sin cos sin cos cos cos        

 
 
 
  

   

(3-6) 

Consequently, the point coordinates in the local geodetic frame can be transformed 

from the corresponding coordinates in the body frame by Equation (3-7). 

ˆ ˆn
n b bp C p                           (3-7) 
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Equations (3-6) and (3-7) establish a mathematical relationship between the three 

rotation angles and the point coordinates in the two coordinate systems. Given that the 

transformation matrix n
bC  is determined, the three rotation angles can thus be 

calculated by Equation (3-8). 

 
 
 

arctan (2,1) / (2,2)

arcsin (2,3)

arctan (1,3) / (3,3)

n n
b b

n
b

n n
b b

C C

C

C C







  
 


 

                (3-8) 

 

Referring to Equations (3-6) to (3-8), the transformation matrix n
bC  depicts the frame 

transformation process from the body frame b to the local geodetic frame n. In 

consequence, the rotation angles calculated by Equation (3-8) can be: (1) absolute 

orientation of the solid object, if ˆbp  in Equation (3-7) is given as the point 

coordinates in the body frame, which are precisely fixed at initial state, or (2) relative 

orientation changes of the object between two consecutive states, if ˆbp  is given as the 

point coordinates in the local geodetic frame that were determined at a previous time 

event. In this research, the relative orientation changes are mainly computed for 

simulation and validation purposes, while the absolute orientation of a working TBM 

is desired for practical applications.  

 

3.4.3. Point-to-Angle Computing Algorithms 

 

Orientation is defined as spatial relationship between a specific body frame attached to 

an object, with respect to a reference frame which is usually the local geodetic frame 
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(Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 2001). Put simply, orientation determination is to measure 

the three rotation angles (yaw, pitch, and roll) between two states of a solid object in 

space, and is generally solved by instrumentation or by computation (Shuster and Oh 

1981). Instrumentation method utilizes inertial gauges, such as gravity-referenced 

inclinometers, inertial gyroscopes and magnetic compasses, to measure orientation 

changes. Note inertial gauges are embedded in the majority of currently available 

TBM guidance systems. By contrast, the computation solution eliminates the use of 

inertial instruments, therefore providing a cost-effective alternative to orientation 

determination.  

 

Computing based orientation determination has been comprehensively investigated in 

space science and navigation engineering in the past half century. Various algorithms 

have been formulated to derive the three-axis orientation of a solid object through 

examining several observation points. They are generally classified into two 

categories: (1) deterministic algorithms, and (2) optimization algorithms (Shuster and 

Oh 1981). The deterministic TRIAD algorithm is a classic algebraic solution that 

processes only three non-collinear points (Black 1964; Wertz 1978; Shuster and Oh 

1981). Despite being computationally straightforward and efficient, the TRIAD 

algorithm suffers from relatively low accuracy. Given that more observation points are 

available and higher accuracy is desired, optimization algorithms outperform 

deterministic ones by generating an optimal estimation to the object’s orientation. The 

optimization problem is referred to as the Wahba’s problem in space science (Wahba 
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1965). The Quaternion method (Davenport 1965; Keat 1977; Wertz 1978) is one of the 

most robust and accurate optimization solutions to the Wahba’s problem. Other 

algorithms were also developed, including the quaternion estimator (QUEST) 

algorithm (Shuster and Oh 1981), the singular value decomposition (SVD) method 

(Markley 1988), the fast optimal attitude matrix (FOAM) algorithm (Markley 1993), 

the estimator of optimal quaternion (ESOQ) algorithm (Mortari 1997; Mortari 2000), 

etc. However, relevant studies on orientation determination through computation have 

yet to be conducted in the construction engineering domain. Thus, the performances 

and limitations of those algorithms in addressing practical construction engineering 

problems remain unclear.  

 

3.5. Elaboration of Two Computing Algorithms 

 

The most critical and complicated step for computing the three-axis orientation is to 

derive the transformation matrix based on the analysis of point coordinates. Two 

well-established algorithms for addressing this computing problem in space science 

and navigation engineering, namely the deterministic TRIAD algorithm and the 

optimal Quaternion method, are elaborated and evaluated in the following two 

sections.  

 

3.5.1. Deterministic TRIAD Algorithm 
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The TRIAD algorithm affords a classic deterministic solution to orientation 

determination, requiring only three observation points (Black 1964; Wertz 1978; 

Shuster and Oh 1981). Note the movements of a solid object in the space can be 

decomposed into three-axis displacements and three-axis body rotations. Therefore, 

the point coordinates are usually converted into vectors prior to deriving the rotation 

angles, which represents the translation process on the observation points. Suppose 

three non-collinear points (P1, P2 and P3) form two vectors 1̂v  and 2v̂  with respect 

to point P1 in the body frame, as given in Equation (3-9).  

1

2

ˆ ˆ ˆ2 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ3 1
b b

b b

v p p

v p p

 
  

                        (3-9) 

Three orthogonal and unified vectors 1̂r , 2̂r , and 3̂r  are then defined by Equation 

(3-10).  

 
1 1 1

2 1 2 1 2

3 1 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ/

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ/

ˆ ˆ ˆ

r v v

r v v v v

r r r

 


  
  

                  (3-10) 

Where “ ” denotes Euclidean norm or length of the vector, and “” stands for cross 

product of two vectors (Leon 2010).  

 

Two corresponding vectors 1ŵ  and 2ŵ , together with three orthogonal vectors 1̂s , 

2ŝ , and 3̂s  are also determined based on the coordinates of the three points in the 

local geodetic frame, according to the same rules given in Equations (3-9) and (3-10). 

Subsequently, two orthogonal matrices bM  and nM  are constructed in the body 

frame and the local geodetic frame, respectively, as in Equations (3-11) and (3-12). 

 1 2 3ˆ ˆ ˆbM r r r                       (3-11) 
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 1 2 3ˆ ˆ ˆnM s s s                      (3-12) 

Suppose bM  can be converted into nM  by multiplying a transformation matrix A , 

as given in Equation (3-13). 

n bM AM                          (3-13) 

Since bM  is proper orthogonal 

1 T
b bM M                           (3-14) 

Where “-1” stands for matrix inverse and “T” for matrix transpose.  

 

As the calculation of matrix transpose is much more straightforward than matrix 

inverse, the transformation matrix can then be simply computed by Equation (3-15). 

T
n bA M M                         (3-15) 

 

The computing procedure of the TRIAD algorithm is illustrated with one numerical 

example. Suppose the coordinates of three points in the TBM’s body frame are: 

 
1 2 3 0 1 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 3 1 2 3 0 0 0 ( )

1 2 3 0 0 1
b

b

x x x

p p p y y y m

z z z

   
       
      

        (3-16) 

The true orientation of the TBM is known as: 

   10 20 30 (deg)
true

                   (3-17) 

According to Equations (3-6) and (3-7), the corresponding coordinates of the three 

points in the local geodetic frame are determined as: 

 
1 2 3 0 0.8232 0.4698

ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 3 1 2 3 0 0.1632 0.3420 ( )

1 2 3 0 0.5438 0.8138
n

n

x x x

p p p y y y m

z z z

   
        
      

  (3-18) 
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When applying the TRIAD algorithm, the vectors formed by the three points in the 

body frame and the local geodetic frame are determined by Equation (3-9) as: 

 1 2

1 0

ˆ ˆ 0 0 ( )

0 1

v v m

 
   
  

                         (3-19) 

 1 2

0.8232 0.4698

ˆ ˆ 0.1632 0.3420 ( )

0.5438 0.8138

w w m

 
   
  

             (3-20) 

The two orthogonal matrices in the body frame and the local geodetic frame are then 

calculated, referring to Equations (3-10) to (3-12). 

 1 2 3

1 0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ 0 1 0

0 0 1
bM r r r

 
    
  

                   (3-21) 

 1 2 3

0.8232 0.3188 0.4698

ˆ ˆ ˆ 0.1632 0.9254 0.3420

0.5438 0.2049 0.8138
nM s s s

 
    
  

  (3-22) 

According to Equation (3-15), the transformation matrix A  is determined as: 

0.8232 0.3188 0.4698

0.1632 0.9254 0.3420

0.5438 0.2049 0.8138

T
n bA M M

 
    
  

        (3-23) 

By Equation (3-8), the orientation of the TBM is calculated by the TRIAD algorithm 

as: 

   10 20 30 (deg)
TRIAD

                  (3-24) 

The computing results are cross checked with the true rotation angles induced, as 

given in Equation (3-17). 
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3.5.2. Optimal Quaternion Method 

 

The Wahba’s problem can be formulated such that finding an optimal transformation 

matrix A  would minimize the loss function ( )L A  (Wahba 1965), as given in 

Equation (3-25). 

2

1

ˆ ˆ( )
n

i i
i

L A w Av


                      (3-25) 

Where îv  and ˆ iw  represent the vectors surveyed in the body frame and the local 

geodetic frame, respectively, and n  denotes the number of observation vectors. 

 

The loss function can be re-written as (Farrell et al. 1966): 

( ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( )T T TL A tr W W tr V V tr W AV                (3-26) 

Where “ tr ” denotes matrix trace. Two three-by- n  metrics V  and W are defined by 

Equations (3-27) and (3-28). 

 1 2
3

ˆ ˆ ˆn
n

V v v v

                       (3-27) 

 1 2
3

ˆ ˆ ˆ n
n

W w w w

                      (3-28) 

Since ( )Ttr W W  and ( )Ttr V V  in Equation (3-26) are independent of A , the loss 

function ( )L A  is minimized by maximizing the gain function ( )g A  in Equation 

(3-29). 

( ) ( )Tg A tr W AV                       (3-29) 

 

The Quaternion method derived by Davenport (1965) provides one of the most robust 

and accurate solutions to the Wahba’s problem (Keat 1977). A quaternion of column 
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vector q̂  is defined in Equation (3-30): 

1

2

34

4

ˆ
ˆ

q

q q
q

qq

q

 
            
  

                        (3-30) 

Where q̂


 is a three-by-one column vector. The quaternion q̂  satisfies the constraint 

as in Equation (3-31). 

2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4ˆ ˆ 1Tq q q q q q                       (3-31) 

The three-by-three transformation matrix A  can be parameterized in terms of the 

quaternion (Wertz 1978), as given in Equation (3-32). 

   
   
   

2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 3 2 4

2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 2 3 1 4

3 3 2 2 2 2
1 3 2 4 2 3 1 4 1 2 3 4

2 2

ˆ( ) 2 2

2 2

q q q q q q q q q q q q

A q q q q q q q q q q q q q

q q q q q q q q q q q q


     
        
       

  (3-32) 

The matrix ˆ( )A q  is re-written in forms of matrices and vectors as: 

2
4 4

3 33 3 3 31 3 3 1 3 1 1 3

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) 2 2T TA q q q q I q q q Q
    

 
    
    

              (3-33) 

Where I  is a three-by-three identity matrix, and Q is a three-by-three 

skew-symmetric matrix as in Equation (3-34). 

3 2

3 1
3 3

2 1

0

0

0

q q

Q q q

q q


 
   
  

                    (3-34) 

Substituting Equation (3-33) into Equation (3-29) yields the following form for the 

gain function (Keat 1977): 

ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) Tg q q Kq                         (3-35) 

The four-by-four matrix K  is given in Equation (3-36). 
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3 13 3

4 4
1 3 1 1

ˆ

ˆT

S I z
K

z







 

 
 
 
 

                      (3-36) 

Where intermediate three-by-three matrix S , three-by-one column vector ẑ  and 

scalar   in the Equation (3-36) are given in Equation (3-37). 

 

3 3 3 3

3 3 3 33 3

3 1

3 3

ˆ (2,3) (3, 2), (3,1) (1,3), (1, 2) (2,1)

( )

T

n n

T

T

B W V

S B B

z B B B B B B

tr B

  

 





 

  


   




 (3-37) 

We define a new gain function ˆ( )g q , as in Equation (3-38). 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) T Tg q q Kq q q                       (3-38) 

Where   is the Lagrange multiplier, and ˆ ˆ 1Tq q  . Setting ˆ( )g q  equal to zero and 

differentiating Equation (3-38) with respect to ˆTq , we obtain the eigenvector equation 

in Equation (3-39). 

ˆ ˆKq q                           (3-39) 

Substituting Equation (3-39) into Equation (3-35) yields: 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) T Tg q q Kq q q                      (3-40) 

As a result, ˆ( )g q  is maximized if the quaternion q̂  is chosen as the eigenvector that 

corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix K . 

 

The computing procedure of the Quaternion method is illustrated with one numerical 

example. Suppose the coordinates of four points in the TBM body frame are: 
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1 2 3 4 0 1 0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 0 0 1 0 ( )

1 2 3 4 0 0 0 1
b

b

x x x x

p p p p y y y y m

z z z z

   
       
      

   (3-41) 

The true orientation of the TBM is known as: 

   10 20 30 (deg)
true

                   (3-42) 

According to Equations (3-6) and (3-7), the corresponding coordinates of the four 

points in the local geodetic frame are: 

 
1 2 3 4 0 0.8232 0.3188 0.4698

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 0 0.1632 0.9254 0.3420 ( )

1 2 3 4 0 0.5438 0.2049 0.8138
n

n

x x x x

p p p p y y y y m

z z z z

   
        
      

 (3-43) 

The vectors formed by the four points in the body frame and the local geodetic frame 

are determined by Equations (3-9), (3-27) and (3-28) as: 

 1 2 3

1 0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ 0 1 0 ( )

0 0 1

V v v v m

 
    
  

                    (3-44) 

 1 2 3

0.8232 0.3188 0.4698

ˆ ˆ ˆ 0.1632 0.9254 0.3420 ( )

0.5438 0.2049 0.8138

W w w w m

 
    
  

  (3-45) 

According to Equation (3-37), the intermediate matrices, vector and scalar are 

calculated as: 

0.8232 0.3188 0.4698

0.1632 0.9254 0.3420

0.5438 0.2049 0.8138

TB WV

 
    
  

                  (3-46) 

1.6464 0.1556 0.0740

0.1556 1.8508 0.1371

0.0740 0.1371 1.6276

TS B B

 
     
  

                    (3-47) 
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0.5469

ˆ (2,3) (3, 2), (3,1) (1,3), (1, 2) (2,1) 1.0136

0.4820

T
z B B B B B B

 
       
  

 (3-48) 

( ) 2.5624tr B                                         (3-49) 

The matrix K  is then determined as: 

0.9160 0.1556 0.0740 0.5469

ˆ 0.1556 0.7116 0.1371 1.0136

ˆ 0.0740 0.1371 0.9348 0.4820

0.5469 1.0136 0.4820 2.5624

T

S I z
K

z




 
            
  

    (3-50) 

The largest eigenvalue of matrix K  is 3. The quaternion q̂  is chosen as the 

corresponding eigenvector: 

1

2

3

4

0.1449

0.2685
ˆ

0.1277

0.9437

q

q
q

q

q

   
   
    
   
   

  

                     (3-51) 

Substituting the value of q̂  into Equations (3-32), the transformation matrix is 

computed as: 

0.8232 0.3188 0.4698

0.1632 0.9254 0.3420

0.5438 0.2049 0.8138

A

 
   
  

              (3-52) 

Referring to Equation (3-8), the orientation of the TBM is calculated by the 

Quaternion method as: 

   10 20 30 (deg)
QUAT

                  (3-53) 

The computing results are cross checked with the true rotation angles induced, as 

given in Equation (3-42). 
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3.6. Summary and Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, in order to address the challenging problem of TBM tracking in the 

enclosed, complicated underground space of microtunneling, the candidate proposes 

an automated and cost-effective alternative solution: a robotic total station is remotely 

controlled by preprogrammed procedures to automatically track and survey the 

TBM’s position, so as to derive the line and level deviations of the as-built tunnel 

alignment instantaneously. Furthermore, with the coordinates of a minimum of three 

tracking points on the TBM, the orientation of the TBM is determined by applying 

sophisticated point-to-angle computing algorithms in real time, rather than by using 

any orientation gauges or instruments (such as inclinometers, gyroscopes and 

compasses).  

 

The elaboration of the two point-to-angle computing algorithms indicates that: (1) the 

deterministic TRIAD algorithm only processes three observation points, and therefore 

may yield relatively low accuracy despite being computationally straightforward and 

efficient; and (2) the Quaternion method generates an optimal estimation of the 

orientation by analyzing more observation points. Nevertheless, the performance of 

the surveying-computing integrated solution to TBM tracking, together with 

computing errors by the two algorithms, are to be assessed and evaluated for practical 

microtunneling applications.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Monte Carlo Simulation Approach to 

Performance Assessment 

 

 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

A Monte Carlo simulation approach is specifically formulated and applied in the 

research to ensure the performances of the proposed solution satisfy practical 

application requirements in terms of the accuracy. Due to inherent complexity and 

practical challenges, Monte Carlo simulation has been commonly applied in 

navigation and surveying engineering for assessing the accuracies of new devices or 

computing methods (Groves et al. 2006; Hekimoglu and Erenoglu 2009; So et al. 2009; 

Taylor et al. 2001). In microtunneling applications, the orientation data of a working 

TBM could be practically unavailable (the yawing angle cannot be gauged by the 

gravity-referenced inclinometer commonly used in a TBM guidance system), or too 

expensive to acquire (precise instrumentation has to be added to a working TBM to 

gauge its actual rotations angles). Therefore, statistical error analysis based on field 

experiments is practically infeasible.  
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In this chapter, Monte Carlo simulation is first designed and conducted to enable 

statistical evaluation of: (1) surveying errors on point coordinates, and (2) computing 

errors on rotation angles. The simulation approach is further extended to evaluate and 

compare the computing accuracies by deterministic and optimization point-to-angle 

computing algorithms, with respect to: (1) different levels of point surveying errors, 

and (2) varying distances between observation points. Finally, four possible layout 

options for fixing a limited quantity of observation points on the TBM are considered 

in the simulation.  

 

4.2. Accuracy Assessment of the TBM Tracking System 

 

The system error of the proposed TBM tracking system is decomposed into: (1) the 

point surveying error by a particular total station, which is dependent on the system’s 

working environment, and (2) the computing error of the particular point-to-angle 

algorithm applied, which is independent of the application circumstance. It is 

noteworthy that the total station has been extensively employed as a standard 

surveying instrument in tunneling. The specifications for point surveying accuracy of 

a total station model, as given by manufacturers in the forms of normal distributions 

based on extensive field experiments, provide reliable input models to simulate the 

performances of the integrated system under practical tunnelling environments. 

Therefore, as long as the total station can automatically track and reliably fix the target 

points fixed on a working TBM inside the tunnel, the actual system error can be 
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approximated as the simulated system error. 

 

4.2.1. Input Model 

 

The input data for the Monte Carlo simulation include three basic measurements took 

by a total station, namely: (1) the slope distance, (2) the horizontal angle, and (3) the 

vertical angle. Table 4-1 lists the accuracy specifications on the above three basic 

measurements for an off-the-shelf robotic total station - Leica TCA 1100 (Leica 1996).  

 

Table 4-1. Accuracy Specifications of Leica TCA 1100 Robotic Total Station 

Measurement parameter Accuracy in standard deviation 

Slope distance 2 mm + 2 ppma 

Horizontal angle 3 arc second (1/1,200 deg) 

Vertical angle 3 arc second (1/1,200 deg) 

a part per million (1/1,000,000 × distance measured) 

 

In the following simulation experiments, simulated measurements are randomly 

sampled from a normal distribution, with the mean being the true measurement value 

and the standard deviation taken from Table 4-1. The simulated distance and angle 

measurements are then translated into point coordinates, which are further processed 

into TBM’s orientations. Finally, the simulation results are compared against 

theoretical counterparts, so as to quantify the errors on point positions and 

orientations. 
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4.2.2. Error Analysis on Point Surveying 

 

Figure 4-1 shows the simulation procedure for deriving point surveying errors. The 

coordinates of a point are first generated to determine the true values for slope distance, 

horizontal and vertical angles in relation to the position of a total station. Simulated 

measurements are then sampled and further processed to yield simulated point 

coordinates. Point surveying errors can be computed as the differences between 

simulated and true values of point coordinates. 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Monte Carlo simulation procedure for deriving positioning errors 

 

The simulation procedure is illustrated by one run example, in which case the TBM 

advances 200 m into a straight tunnel and the total station is installed in the jacking 

shaft. Suppose the coordinates of the total station are  0,0,0  m, the true coordinates 

of one tracking point are: 
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200

0 ( )

0
true

x

y m

z

   
      
      

                     (4-1) 

The true measurement values taken by the total station are then determined as: 













deg90

deg90

200

true

true

true

V

Hz

mDist

                       (4-2) 

Next, simulated measurement values are sampled from normal distributions as 

according to total station specifications: 

deg0008.90:

deg001.90:

0022.200:

deg)0008.0,90(

deg)0008.0,90(

)0024.0,200(

Sample

Sample

mSample

NormV

NormHz

mNormDist

simu

simu

simu













       (4-3) 

According to Equations (3-1) and (3-2), the simulated point coordinates are: 

200.0022

0.0035 ( )

0.0028
simu

x

y m

z

   
       
      

                   (4-4) 

The positioning errors in three axes are calculated by: 

2.2

3.5 ( )

2.8
simu true

x x

y y mm

z z

     
            
          

                (4-5) 

For the same scenario, positioning errors in three axes resulting from 10,000 runs 

Monte Carlo simulation in MATLAB (Smith 2008) are summarized in Figure 4-2. 

Note the standard deviations on the positioning errors are less than 3 mm in this 

scenario; with 95% confidence, the errors are bounded within ± 6 mm. The resulting 

accuracy can satisfy the practical application requirements for microtunneling 

alignment control, since the tolerances on tunnel deviations in line and level are 

generally specified in the order of ± 50 and ± 75 mm, respectively.  
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Figure 4-2. Simulated positioning errors on point coordinates along three axes: 

(a) X-axis; (b) Y-axis; and (c) Z-axis 
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4.2.3. Error Analysis of Orientation Determination 

 

The simulation of TBM’s orientation determination is more complicated than that of 

TBM positioning, in that TBM positioning only considers one tracking point while 

orientation simulation entails the analysis on the coordinates of three tracking points at 

two consecutive time events, as shown in Figure 4-3. The true coordinates of three 

points in initial state at time t1 are set first. Given the true values on orientation 

changes between t1 and t2, the true coordinates of the three points at t2 can be 

calculated by frame transformation. Note simulated total station measurement values 

are sampled from particular normal distributions at t1 and t2, respectively. The 

simulated point coordinates are then calculated at two states, which are then processed 

by the TRIAD algorithm to derive the simulated orientation changes. Orientation 

errors with respect to each rotation angle can be computed as the differences between 

simulated and true values of the three rotation angles. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. Monte Carlo simulation procedure for deriving orientation errors 
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The simulation procedure is illustrated with one run example, in which case the TBM 

advances 200 m into a straight tunnel, while the total station is installed in the jacking 

shaft and the vector distance is 0.5 m (this is a practical constraint representing the 

maximum distance between two tracking points on TBM). Suppose the coordinates of 

the total station are  0,0,0  m, the true coordinates of three tracking points at t1 are: 

  @ 1

@ 1

1 2 3 0 0.5 0

1 2 3 1 2 3 200 200 200 ( )

1 2 3 0 0 0.5
true t

true t

x x x

P P P y y y m

z z z

   
       
      

   (4-6) 

Thus, the true measurement values by total station at t1 are determined as: 

@ 1

1 2 3 200 200.0006 200.0006 ( )

1 2 3 0 0.1432 0 (deg)

1 2 3 90 90 89.8568 (deg)
true t

Dist Dist Dist m

Hz Hz Hz

V V V

   
      
      

   (4-7) 

We set the true orientation changes (the angles by which TBM rotates from t1 to t2) as: 

30

30 (deg)

30
true





   
       
      

                     (4-8) 

Thus, the true coordinates of the three points at t2 are computed by Equations (3-6) 

and (3-7).  

  @ 2

@ 2

1 2 3 0 0.4375 0.2165

1 2 3 1 2 3 200 199.7835 200.25 ( )

1 2 3 0 0.1083 0.375
true t

true t

x x x

P P P y y y m

z z z

   
       
      

 (4-9) 

Accordingly, the true measurement values taken by the total station at t2 are 

determined. 

@ 2

1 2 3 200 199.784 200.2505 ( )

1 2 3 0 0.1255 0.0619 (deg)

1 2 3 90 90.031 89.8927 (deg)
true t

Dist Dist Dist m

Hz Hz Hz

V V V

   
      
      

   (4-10) 

With true measurement values known, simulated measurement values for three points 
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at t1 and t2 are sampled from respective normal distributions as: 

@ 1

1 2 3 199.9985 200.0015 199.995 ( )

1 2 3 0.0008 0.144 0.0004 (deg)

1 2 3 90.0003 90.0003 89.8565 (deg)
simu t

Dist Dist Dist m

Hz Hz Hz

V V V

   
        
      

  (4-11) 

@ 2

1 2 3 200.0012 199.7823 200.2496 ( )

1 2 3 0.0001 0.1252 0.061 (deg)

1 2 3 89.9998 90.03 89.8914 (deg)
simu t

Dist Dist Dist m

Hz Hz Hz

V V V

   
      
      

 (4-12) 

Then, the simulated coordinates of three points at t1 and t2 can be derived as: 

  @ 1
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1 2 3 199.9985 200.0008 199.9944 ( )
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simu t
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   (4-13) 

  @ 2
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1 2 3 200.0012 199.7818 200.2491 ( )
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simu t

P P P m

 
   
  

   (4-14) 

Presenting the simulated point coordinates as inputs to the TRIAD algorithm, the three 

rotation angles (simulated orientation changes) can then be determined as: 

@ 1 @ 2

@ 1 @ 2

@ 1 @ 2

1 1 30.7428

2 2 29.9096 (deg)

3 3 29.9446

simu t simu t

TRIAD simu t simu t

simu t simu tsimu

P P

f P P

P P





     
            
          

   (4-15) 

In contrast with the true values of orientation changes, the errors on three rotation 

angles are finally determined as: 

0.7428

0.0904 (deg)

0.0554
simu true

 
 
 

      
              
            

            (4-16) 

For the same scenario, orientation errors on the three rotation angles resulting from 

10,000 runs Monte Carlo simulation are summarized in Figure 4-4. Note the standard 

deviations of the orientation errors are less than 1 deg; and with 95% confidence, the 

errors are bounded within ±1.8 deg.  
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Figure 4-4. Simulated errors on three rotation angles resulting from computation: 

(a) Yaw; (b) Pitch; and (c) Roll 
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The Monte Carlo simulation is then applied to assess and compare the computing 

accuracies of the deterministic and optimization algorithms, so as to reveal the 

characteristics of the point-to-angle computational methods.  

 

4.3. Accuracy Assessment of Point-to-Angle Computing 

Algorithms 

 

The performances of the deterministic TRIAD algorithm together with the optimal 

Quaternion method are evaluated by: (1) varying surveying errors on point 

coordinates, and (2) varying distances between observation points, which are defined 

as lengths of baseline in navigation terms.  

 

4.3.1. Input Model 

 

Shown in Figure 4-5, the input data for the Monte Carlo simulation include: (1) true 

coordinates of several observation points in the body frame, which can be precisely 

surveyed in practical applications, (2) surveying errors on the point coordinates, which 

are mainly dependent on the particular surveying instruments employed, and (3) the 

true orientation of the TBM, which is simulated so as to enable statistical analysis on 

orientation errors.  
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Figure 4-5. Monte Carlo simulation model for quantifying 

computational errors on orientations 

 

Since the point coordinates in the body frame can be accurately fixed, we set the 

coordinates surveyed in the body frame to be identical with the true values, as shown 

in Figure 4-5. Meanwhile, the true point coordinates in the local geodetic frame are 

computed through transforming the corresponding true coordinates in the body frame. 

The point coordinates surveyed in the local geodetic frame are then simulated by 

Equation (4-17). 

*M M                           (4-17) 

Where *M  denotes the simulated surveying results, M  stands for the true results, 

and   represents the surveying errors on point coordinates. 

 

The point coordinates surveyed in the two frames are then converted into the 

three-axis orientation of the TBM using a computing algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 
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4-5. By comparison against the inputs of the true orientations, errors on the TBM’s 

orientations through computing are quantified for ensuring statistical analysis.  

 

4.3.2. Surveying Error on Point Coordinates 

 

The surveying accuracy mainly depends on the particular surveying instrument 

employed. It is also affected by the practical application environment. In this 

simulation, surveying errors of the system are sampled from a normal distribution 

 0, , with a constant mean of zero and a varying standard deviation of  . Suppose 

the coordinates of three observation points in the body frame are:  

 
0 1 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 3 0 0 0 ( )

0 0 1
b

p p p m

 
   
  

               (4-18) 

 

The true rotation angles are randomly sampled in 1,000 runs of Monte Carlo 

simulation. Figure 4-6 gives the standard deviations of the simulated orientation errors 

with the point surveying error ( ) increasing from 1 to 40 mm. The simulation results 

indicate a nearly linear relationship between orientation errors and the point surveying 

errors. For example, given that the error on point surveying is less than 5 mm, errors 

on the three rotation angles are determined by the two algorithms to be less than 0.5 

deg; the orientation errors increase to more than 2 deg when the point surveying error 

reaches 40 mm.  
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of standard deviations of simulated orientation errors with 

varying point surveying errors by: (a) TRIAD algorithm; and (b) Quaternion method 

 

The computing accuracies by the two algorithms are also compared. It is found: given 

that only three observation points are employed in the simulation, the Quaternion 

method determines the orientations with higher accuracy than the TRIAD algorithm. 

In comparison with the TRIAD, the Quaternion method reduces the computing errors 

by 4% to 10% in both yaw and pitch angles, and by 16% to 24% in roll angles.  
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4.3.3. Length of Baseline 

 

It is noteworthy that the point surveying errors are independent of the quantity and 

layout of observation points available. Actually, computing accuracy of the orientation 

can be improved with the increase of the baseline length. In the present simulations, 

four observation points form three orthogonal vectors, with equal lengths of baseline 

varying from 0.1 to 4 m. For instance, suppose the baseline lengths are 1.2 m, four 

point coordinates in the body frame are: 

 
0 1.2 0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 3 4 0 0 1.2 0 ( )

0 0 0 1.2
b

p p p p m

 
   
  

          (4-19) 

 

The point surveying errors are set as a constant of 5 mm in 1,000 runs of Monte Carlo 

simulation, which is typical of a commonly used total station. Figure 4-7 shows the 

standard deviations of the simulated orientation errors with varying lengths of baseline. 

It is found that the orientations errors decrease drastically as the baseline length 

increases from 0.1 to 1 m. The accuracy levels tend to stabilize and finally settle at 

about 0.1 deg when the baseline length increases to 4 m. Given that four observation 

points are adopted in the simulation, the optimal Quaternion method markedly 

outperforms the deterministic TRIAD algorithm, with the computing accuracies on 

three rotation angles significantly improved from 26% to 33%.  
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Figure 4-7. Comparison of standard deviations of simulated orientation errors with 

varying lengths of baseline by: (a) TRIAD algorithm; and (b) Quaternion method 

 

The simulation results indicate that the computing accuracy on the orientation can be 

enhanced through: (1) minimizing the errors on point surveying, and (2) maximizing 

the lengths of baseline. In addition, the optimal Quaternion method undoubtedly 

outperforms the deterministic TRIAD algorithm in terms of the computing accuracy, 

especially when more observation points are available. Note the computing time by 

the two algorithms for each run of calculation is in order of several micro-seconds in 
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the simulations. Therefore, requirements of computing time and resource by both the 

algorithms would not be critical concerns in practical applications.  

 

The Monte Carlo simulation approach is further extended to facilitate the design of 

point layouts on the TBM. The computing accuracy achievable by the Quaternion 

method is evaluated under different layout options.  

 

4.4. Geometric Layout of Observation Points 

 

In relation to applying the computation methods in microtunneling, four possible 

layout options for fixing the observation points on the TBM are designed, as show in 

Figure 4-8. In particular, Schemes 1 and 2 employ three points that form two vectors 

V1 and V2 (as shown in Figures 4-8a-b), while Schemes 3 and 4 consist of three 

vectors by adding one more point (as shown in Figures 4-8c-d). Suppose the diameter 

of the TBM is 1 m (r = 0.5 m, see Figure 4-8a). Table 4-2 gives the detailed point 

coordinates of the four point-layout schemes in the body frame. Corresponding 

vectors are formed in reference to point P1. The point surveying errors are set at a 

constant of 5 mm in the Monte Carlo simulation.  
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Figure 4-8. Four geometric schemes for observation point layout: (a) three-point 

right triangle; (b) three-point equilateral triangle; (c) four-point square; 

and (d) four-point regular tetrahedron 

 

Table 4-2. Coordinates of Four Point-layout Schemes 

Coordinates in the body frame Points 

& vectors Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 

P1 [0, 0, 0] [-0.433, 0, -0.25] [0, 0, 0.5] [0, 0.7071, 0] 

P2 [0.5, 0, 0] [0.433, 0, -0.25] [0, 0, -0.5] [-0.433, 0, -0.25] 

P3 [0, 0, 0.5] [0, 0, 0.5] [-0.5, 0, 0] [0.433, 0, -0.25] 

P4 / / [0.5, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0.5] 

V1 [0.5, 0, 0] [0.866, 0, 0] [0, 0, 1] [-0.433, -0.7071, -0.25] 

V2 [0, 0, 0.5] [0.433, 0, 0.75] [-0.5, 0, -0.5] [0.433, -0.7071, -0.25] 

V3 / / [-0.5, 0, 0.5] [0, -0.7071, 0.5] 

 

Figure 4-9 compares the standard deviations of the orientation errors resulting from 

simulations under the four point-layout schemes. As the Quaternion method takes 
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advantage of all the point observation information available, the computing accuracies 

in Schemes 3 and 4 (having one more point) are found to be better than the results in 

Schemes 1 and 2. As for the computing accuracy on each rotation angle, the yaw error 

of 0.32 deg is the least in Scheme 4 (as shown in Figure 4-9), while Scheme 3 is the 

best solution in terms of the accuracies on pitch and roll, namely, 0.23 and 0.27 deg, 

respectively. In short, Scheme 3 could be more suitable for fixing the observation 

points on the rear of the TBM in practical microtunneling applications. Nevertheless, 

selection of an appropriate point layout highly depends on the TBM’s diameter and 

particular site constraints.  
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Figure 4-9. Comparison of standard deviations of orientation errors resulting from 

simulations under four point-layout schemes 

 

4.5. Summary and Conclusions 
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In this chapter, a Monte Carlo simulation approach is formulated and applied to assess 

the errors of point positioning and orientation determination by the proposed solution. 

Based on the scenarios simulated, in which the TBM is 200 m into a straight tunnel 

and the total station is installed in the jacking shaft, it is found: (1) the standard 

deviations on the positioning errors are less than 3 mm, and with 95% confidence, the 

errors are bounded within ± 6 mm; (2) the standard deviations of the orientation errors 

are less than 1 deg; and with 95% confidence, the errors are bounded within ±1.8 deg. 

The simulation findings indicate that resulting point coordinates and rotation angle 

measurements would be accurate enough to satisfy the practical application 

requirements for TBM tracking.  

 

The Monte Carlo simulation is then conducted to reveal the characteristics of the 

computing method for orientation determination. The computing accuracies by the 

deterministic TRIAD algorithm and the optimal Quaternion method are compared 

under different simulation settings. It is found that the resulting orientation errors are 

mainly affected by: (1) the magnitude of point surveying errors, and (2) the distances 

between observation points (defined as length of baseline). The optimal Quaternion 

method markedly outperforms the deterministic TRIAD algorithm, with 

improvements on the computing accuracies of the three rotation angles ranging from 

4% to 24% given three observation points available, and ranging from 26% to 33% 

with one more point added. In relation to microtunneling applications, four possible 

layout options for fixing several observation points on the TBM are also evaluated. 
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The findings have not only shed light on the feasibility of employing those algorithms 

in the present microtunneling application, but also paved the way to find more 

innovative applications in construction engineering.  

 

Based on simulation findings, it is noteworthy that the resulting accuracy on TBM 

tracking is mainly affected by two factors: (1) surveying errors on the observation 

points, and (2) computing errors in point-to-angle conversion. Therefore, given that 

the precise coordinates of the observation points can be obtained by use of a proper 

surveying means, accuracies achievable in TBM tracking in curves should be 

comparable to straight alignment applications.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

System Prototyping and 

Validation Testing 

 

 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 

The surveying-computing integrated solution to tracking a TBM in the underground 

working space has been proposed, with the system performance been assessed through 

applying Monte Carlo simulation in the previous two chapters. For validation and 

demonstration, a hardware-software integrated prototype of the proposed TBM 

tracking system was developed in house. The prototype system has successfully 

undergone extensive validation testing, including: (1) laboratory testing of the system 

functionality, and (2) field verification of its performance and applicability on an 

ongoing microtunneling site in Hong Kong.  

 

This chapter first introduces the prototype development of the proposed solution, 

consisting of: (1) hardware integration, and (2) software development. Then, the 

validation testing in the laboratory is presented, with respect to: (1) automated 
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surveying of multiple observation targets, and (2) point-to-angle computing for a 

moving object that mimicked a working TBM. Finally, the field deployment and 

verification of the prototype system are demonstrated, followed by data analysis of 

TBM’s position and orientation during the testing period.  

 

5.2. Prototype Development 

 

As illuminated in Section 3.2 “System Design of the Integrated Solution”, the 

proposed solution considerably simplifies system components for precise TBM 

tracking through integrating surveying automation and real time point-to-angle 

computing. The hardware integration and development of in-house software in the 

prototype system are presented as follows: 

 

5.2.1. Hardware Integration 

 

Shown in Figure 5-1, the prototype consists of: (1) a commercial control laptop 

computer (model: Lenovo ThinkPad X60), (2) an off-the-shelf robotic total station 

[model: Leica TCA 1100 (Leica 1996)], (3) cable connection between the computer 

and the total station, and (4) multiple tracking targets that fixed on construction 

resources or serving as fixed reference benchmarks. In particular, two types of optical 

reflector targets, namely, the round glass prism - Leica GPR1 and the reflective tape - 

Leica GZM 31 (Leica 2009), are utilized in the research and tested under laboratory 
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and field environments.  
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Figure 5-1. Hardware integration in the prototype system 

 

The Leica geo serial interface (GSI) communication protocol is adopted to remotely 

control the robotic total station for automatic surveying and real time data acquisition 

(Leica 2002), as introduced in the Appendix A. Upon the hardware setup initialized, 

the computer controls the total station for automatically moving the telescope, 

searching, tracking and surveying observation targets by running in-house software. 

Shown in Figure 5-1, the surveying process of the total station is accomplished by 

projecting an invisible infra-red (IR) beam to a particular target. In consequence, the 

surveying parameters, in terms of: (1) slope distance between the total station and the 

target, (2) horizontal angle, and (3) vertical angle of the total station’s telescope, are 

measured and transmitted to the computer instantaneously, via the RS232 serial data 

cable.  
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5.2.2. Software Development 

 

The in-house computer program, called automated and real-time tracking software 

(ARTS), was specifically coded using graphic user interface (GUI) programming in 

MATLAB (Marchand and Holland 2003). The software provides a user-friendly 

interface for: (1) computer-to-total station connection, total station initialization and 

control commands, (2) setting multiple targets tracking, (3) data logging for tracked 

points coordinates, (4) numeric outputs of orientation calculated, and (5) graphic 

outputs of tracking data, as shown in Figure 5-2. A brief guide to developing the ARTS 

using MATLAB GUI programming is presented in Appendix B.  

 

1
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Automated and Real-time Tracking Software – ARTS Ver. 2.2

 

Figure 5-2. Automated and real time tracking software – ARTS (Version 2.2) 
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Next, the functionality of the prototype system is tested in two cases under the 

laboratory environments: the first case is to write computer code to control a total 

station for automatic surveying of multiple target points; the second case is to 

determine the orientation changes of a moving object that mimicked a working TBM. 

 

5.3. Laboratory Testing 

 

The laboratory trials were conducted on the campus of the Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University from December 2008 to August 2009. A tracking mechanism is 

deliberately designed and implemented for automated surveying of multiple targets.  

 

5.3.1. Automated Surveying of Multiple Points 

 

Given relatively stable spatial relationships are maintained among all the tracking 

points, a robotic total station is able to: (1) trace one particular target point between 

consecutive tracking cycles; and (2) identify the other points by recalling the spatial 

relationships registered in the previous cycle. A special tracking mechanism has been 

incorporated in developing the tracking system, which functions as follows:  

 

The initial locations of three targets are surveyed and the relative spatial relationships 

among them are “memorized” by the computer. As the tracking operation starts, the 

total station locks P1 and evokes its built-in function of “automatic target tracking” to 
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trace P1’s movement. On the next tracking cycle, the total station first fixes the 

coordinates of P1. The telescope of the total station is then automatically switched to 

P2 as the system is informed by the relative position between P2 and P1. Prior to 

fixing the coordinates of P2, the total station fine tunes its focus on P2 by evoking the 

function of “automatic target recognition”. The same rotating-searching-surveying 

operations are then repeated to measure P3. In such a way the coordinates of three 

points in one tracking cycle are automatically collected. 

 

The tracking mechanism was applied in the test of automated multiple points 

surveying, where four reflective tape targets were placed on fixed points (Targets 1-4 

in Figure 5-3). Table 5-1 gives one cycle of tracking records. Note the time it took the 

total station to fix one target point was around 5 seconds, including rotating the 

telescope, searching the target and taking measurements. One tracking cycle, therefore, 

takes about 20 seconds to cover the four points. 

 

Table 5-1. Surveying Records of Four Targets after One Cycle of Measurement in 

Laboratory Testing 

Surveying parameter Coordinate (m) Pt. 

ID Dist.(m) Hz. angle (deg) V. angle (deg) East North Zenith 

P1 8.363 0.002 91.614 0.000 8.362 0.882 

P2 30.537 9.573 90.311 2.548 30.430 0.917 

P3 70.939 19.329 91.043 11.909 69.929 0.355 

P4 41.613 23.286 91.217 8.398 40.755 0.558 
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Figure 5-3. Setup of the system for automated surveying of multiple targets 

 

5.3.2. Orientation Determination for a Moving Object 

 

The orientation testing was carried out in a lecture room at the Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University, where a rigid object (a cardboard box as shown in Figure 5-4) was used to 

mimic a working TBM, and the robotic total station was located about 9.3 m away 

from the object. The ARTS program running on the control laptop computer 

controlled the total station to automatically track the state of the object, so as to 

determine its orientation changes in real time. 
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Figure 5-4. Setup of the system for orientation determination of a mock ‘TBM’ 

 

During the testing, the orientation changes of the object were manually controlled and 

accurately fixed as measured, so as to serve as the benchmarks for verifying the 

computing results by the prototype tracking system. Three tape targets (P1, P2, and P3) 

were stuck at the side of the box to form a specific object body frame X-Y-Z, as shown 

in Figure 5-5a. Using the prototype system, the coordinates of the three targets were 

automatically surveyed at four time events. The orientation changes were then 

computed with reference to the initial state at time T1, shown in Figure 5-5a. The 

‘TBM’ underwent three sets of angular movements: (1) a yawing rotation around +10 

deg from T1 to T2 in Figure 5-5b, (2) a pitching rotation around -10 deg from T1 to T3 

in Figure 5-5c, and (3) a rolling rotation around +6.5 deg from T1 to T4 in Figure 5-5d. 

Note the actual rotation angles were gauged using a protractor. The positive or 

negative angle values represent the directions of rotation, as indicated in Figures 

5-5b-d.  
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Figure 5-5. States of the ‘TBM’ at different time: (a) initial orientation at T1; 

(b) yawing rotation from initial state at T2; (c) pitching rotation from initial state at T3; 

and (d) rolling rotation from initial state at T4 

 

Two point-to-angle computing algorithms, the TRIAD algorithm and the Quaternion 

method, were applied for orientation determination in the testing. Table 5-2 gives the 

tracking results of the three observation points at four time events (from T1 to T4). The 

orientation changes determined by the two algorithms are presented in Table 5-3, in 
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comparison against the manual input rotation angles. It is found that orientations 

determined by the two algorithms closely match the manual inputs as actual. For 

instance, from T1 to T2, the ‘TBM’ rotated a yawing angle about 10 deg, while the 

yawing angles calculated by the TRIAD and the Quaternion algorithms are identical 

as 9.9755 deg (the computing procedures by the two algorithms are illustrated in 

Appendix C); from T1 to T4, it rotated a rolling angle about 6.5 deg, the two 

algorithms determined the rolling angle as 6.2524 and 6.3234 deg, respectively. 

Therefore, the computing methods are validated to be able to accurately determine the 

object’s orientation and the results closely reflect the actual movements.  

 

Table 5-2. Tracking Results of Three Targets in Laboratory Testing 

Coordinates in the local geodetic frame (m) 
Time Pt. ID 

East North Zenith 

P1 8.505 3.644 -0.133 

P2 8.418 3.822 -0.517 T1 

P3 8.617 3.448 -0.520 

P1 8.500 3.647 -0.133 

P2 8.385 3.805 -0.516 T2 

P3 8.642 3.476 -0.520 

P1 8.570 3.691 -0.081 

P2 8.423 3.838 -0.459 T3 

P3 8.621 3.465 -0.464 

P1 8.474 3.700 -0.111 

P2 8.409 3.840 -0.515 T4 

P3 8.604 3.468 -0.472 
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Table 5-3. Orientations Determined in Laboratory Testing 

Orientation determined (deg) 
State change Input & algorithm

Yaw Pitch Roll 

Manual Rotation 10 0 0 

TRIAD 9.9755 -0.0814 0.3235 T1-T2 

Quaternion 9.9755 -0.0814 0.1185 

Manual Rotation 0 -10 0 

TRIAD 0.0598 -10.1111 -0.2812 T1-T3 

Quaternion 0.0598 -10.1111 -0.2288 

Manual Rotation 0 0 6.5 

TRIAD -0.2341 0.0843 6.2524 T1-T4 

Quaternion -0.2341 0.0843 6.3234 

 

5.4. Field Testing 

 

With the assistance of industry partners, the practical applicability of the integrated 

prototype system was further verified, over a three-month period in late 2009, on an 

ongoing microtunneling site in Hong Kong. 

 

5.4.1. Test Bed Information 

 

In the testing project, twin 1.2 m internal diameter concrete tunnels with lengths of 

220 m were constructed by use of microtunneling method, across a 40 m wide So 

Kwun Wat nullah at Tuen Mun, New Territories, Hong Kong, as indicated in Figure 

5-6. Figure 5-7 shows the 1.2 m diameter TBM (model: RASA DH-L 1200) utilized in 

the project, while the layout of the jacking shaft is given in Figure 5-8. It is noteworthy 

that a laser theodolite -the conventional passive laser targeting system- was deployed 

by the contractor for TBM guidance, as shown in Figure 5-8.  
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Figure 5-6. Location plan of the microtunneling site 

 

 

Figure 5-7. 1.2 m diameter TBM on the microtunneling site 
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Figure 5-8. Layout of the jacking shaft on the microtunneling site 

 

During the field experiments, extensive site investigation was conducted on the first 

tunnel, while system setup and practical testing were carried out on the second tunnel.  

 

5.4.2. System Setup 

 

Tight spatial constraints on the TBM and inside the over-congested jacking shaft were 

presented to setting up the system in the field. Three tracking points [one of glass 

prism - Leica GPR1 and the other two of reflective tape - Leica GZM 31 (Leica 2009)] 

were firmly fitted at the rear end of the TBM around the existing laser target board 

(Figure 5-9); the robotic total station was installed inside the jacking shaft next to the 

laser theodolite (Figure 5-10); and one benchmark point of reflective tape was fixed in 

the jacking shaft for calibrating the potential displacement of the total station’s stand 

(Figure 5-11). Eventually, the system setup enabled the automation functionality as 
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designed, while not causing any interference to ongoing site operations. 

 

Tracking Target 1

Tracking Target 2 Tracking Target 3

Laser Target Board

 

Figure 5-9. Three tracking targets fitted at the rear end of the TBM 

 

Laser Theodolite

Robotic Total 
Station

Stand of Laser 
Theodolite

Stand of Total 
Station

 

Figure 5-10. The robotic total station installed inside the jacking shaft 
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Figure 5-11. The benchmark point fixed on the waling of the jacking shaft 

 

5.4.3. System Performance 

 

After all the instruments were properly initialized on the site, the automated system 

was found to function well for continuous TBM tracking. Figure 5-12 shows system 

initialization during the field testing. Three tracking targets along the TBM drive at 

different distances are given, as shown in Figure 5-13. The robotic total station 

performed reliably to automatically search and survey the targets inside the tunnel. 

The performances of two types of tracking targets were also assessed under practical 

field conditions. It is found that the glass prism can be automatically tracked and 

surveyed by the total station over the entire tunnel drive length (220 m); while the 

working range for the reflective tape was limited within 55 m.  
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Figure 5-12. Initialization of the system on the site 

 

Chainage: 2 m Chainage: 50 m

Chainage: 120 m Chainage: 200 m

 

Figure 5-13. Three tracking targets along the TBM drive at different distances 
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5.4.4. Field Testing Data Analysis 

 

Data on TBM’s position and orientation were gathered automatically and completed in 

tracking the installation of first 55 m long tunnel section. The frequency for updating 

the TBM’s position and orientation was once per minute. Table 5-4 gives data samples 

of testing results, including point coordinates, line and level deviations, and TBM’s 

orientations with time stamped. The data in terms of tunnel deviations and TBM’s 

orientations collected from 16:32 to 17:28 on September 10, 2009 are presented in 

Figures 5-14 and 5-15, respectively. Tolerances on line and level deviations were 

specified in the project as ± 50 and ± 75 mm, respectively (bold chain lines in Figures 

5-14a-b). It is found that the line and level deviations were well controlled within the 

tolerances (Figures 5-14a-b), while the fluctuations of three angles were mostly less 

than 1 deg (Figures 5-15a-c). In particular, the TBM’s yawing angles varies between 

197.97 and 198.75 deg, as shown in Figure 5-15a. Note the yaw data were unavailable 

from a conventional laser-based guidance system implemented on the site.  

 

Shown in Figure 5-14b, one sudden increase of TBM’s pitching angle from 0.65 to 

1.73 deg was observed upon the completion of one pipe jacking cycle, which was in a 

large part due to changes on TBM loading conditions between two consecutive pipe 

jacking cycles (off load, placing one jacking spacer, up load). In Figure 5-14c, the 

TBM’s steering pattern from the distance of 37.25 to 37.35 m reveals the operator 

could be adjusting TBM’s rolling angle. 
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Table 5-4. Automated Surveying and Real Time Computing Results in Field Testing: Data Samples 

Coordinate (m) Deviation (mm) Orientation (deg) 
Pt. ID 

Date 

(mm-dd-yy) 

Time 

(hh:mm:ss) East North Zenith 

Chainage 

(m) Line Level Yaw Pitch Roll 

P1 09-10-2009 16:40:03 825826.925 817626.238 -3.984 

P2 09-10-2009 16:40:11 825826.847 817626.423 -4.305 

P3 09-10-2009 16:40:18 825826.964 817626.072 -4.308 

37.135 -5.5 -22.9 198.4 0.6 -0.5 

P1 09-10-2009 16:41:03 825826.921 817626.236 -3.985 

P2 09-10-2009 16:41:12 825826.843 817626.422 -4.303 

P3 09-10-2009 16:41:19 825826.959 817626.070 -4.308 

37.140 -4.7 -23.5 198.3 0.6 -0.7 

P1 09-10-2009 16:42:05 825826.916 817626.234 -3.985 

P2 09-10-2009 16:42:13 825826.838 817626.420 -4.303 

P3 09-10-2009 16:42:20 825826.957 817626.070 -4.306 

37.145 -4.7 -23.5 198.7 0.9 -0.6 

P1 09-10-2009 16:43:06 825826.912 817626.233 -3.983 

P2 09-10-2009 16:43:14 825826.833 817626.418 -4.304 

P3 09-10-2009 16:43:21 825826.951 817626.065 -4.307 

37.150 -4.6 -22.0 198.4 0.8 -0.4 

P1 09-10-2009 16:44:07 825826.903 817626.230 -3.981 

P2 09-10-2009 16:44:15 825826.823 817626.415 -4.303 

P3 09-10-2009 16:44:22 825826.941 817626.063 -4.307 

37.159 -4.6 -19.7 198.6 0.5 -0.7 

P1 09-10-2009 16:45:08 825826.895 817626.225 -3.979 

P2 09-10-2009 16:45:16 825826.814 817626.413 -4.301 

P3 09-10-2009 16:45:24 825826.933 817626.060 -4.306 

37.168 -3.1 -18.2 198.6 0.5 -0.8 

P1 09-10-2009 16:46:09 825826.888 817626.222 -3.981 

P2 09-10-2009 16:46:18 825826.810 817626.409 -4.300 

P3 09-10-2009 16:46:25 825826.926 817626.057 -4.303 

37.176 -3.0 -20.2 198.2 0.8 -0.4 
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Figure 5-14. Tracking results on tunnel alignment deviations in relation with 

specified tolerances: (a) line deviations; and (b) level deviations 
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Figure 5-15. Tracking results on TBM’s three-axis orientation: (a) yawing angles; (b) 

pitching angles; and (c) rolling angles 
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5.5. Summary and Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, the proposed TBM tracking solution was prototyped in house through 

hardware-software integration for concept proving and application demonstration. 

The prototype system consists of: (1) a control laptop computer, (2) an off-the-shelf 

robotic total station, (3) cable connection between the computer and the total station, 

and (4) multiple tracking targets. A computer program called automated and real-time 

tracking software (ARTS) was specifically coded to: (1) realize automated tracking 

and surveying of multiple target points fixed on a moving construction resource; (2) 

perform point-to-angle computing by deterministic and optimization algorithms; (3) 

fix resource position and orientation in the 3D space on the fly.  

 

The functionality of the prototype system was then tested in the laboratory with 

respect to: (1) automated surveying of multiple observation targets, and (2) orientation 

determination for a moving object that mimicked a working TBM. With the assistance 

of industry partners, the practical applicability of the integrated prototype system was 

further verified on an ongoing microtunneling site in Hong Kong. Coupled with a 

TBM with an internal diameter of 1.2 m, the system had been successfully 

implemented in tracking the installation of a 55 m long section of concrete tunnel. 

Data on TBM’s position and orientation were gathered automatically and completely. 

The frequency for data updating was once per minute.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

 

 

6.1. Summary of Research 

 

Positioning and tracking critical construction resources, such as equipment, materials, 

tools and laborers, enable effective project management on a complex and dynamic 

jobsite, potentially leading to improvements in overall project performances in terms 

of productivity, quality, safety and sustainability. In recent years, practical 

construction engineering needs for on-site resource tracking have spurred extensive 

research into feasible solutions relevant to this problem. In particular, state-of-the-art 

radio frequency (RF) technologies, such as the global positioning system (GPS) and 

the radio frequency identification (RFID), provide cost-effective and automated 

alternatives to conventional manual methods used for resource tracking on 

construction sites. However, it is noteworthy that RF technologies lend themselves 

well only to applications in relatively open areas, while falling short in an enclosed or 

partially covered environment due to signal blockage, distortion or deterioration.  
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The research described in this thesis is concerned with the problems of resource 

positioning and tracking in the enclosed, complicated underground space of 

microtunneling construction. In such projects a steerable, remotely controlled tunnel 

boring machine (TBM) drills a subsurface utility tunnel with diameters generally 

ranging from 0.6 to 2.5 m. Accurate tracking of the TBM during microtunneling is 

vital to guiding its advancement along the direction of the as-designed tunnel 

alignment. A comprehensive investigation on TBM guidance techniques, however, 

has identified that: (1) relevant research is rare in the construction engineering domain; 

(2) low-cost traditional TBM guidance systems fail to gauge a TBM’s yawing angle as 

needed for TBM steering and tunnel alignment control; and (3) advanced systems 

entail the integration of sophisticated mechanical, optical, and electromagnetic 

subsystems, considerably increasing the system price and application cost.  

 

This research consists of an attempt to develop an automated, cost-effective 

alternative solution for the precise tracking of a TBM during microtunneling. The 

research efforts and findings are summarized in the following three sections: 

 

6.1.1. Surveying-Computing Integrated Solution to TBM Tracking 

 

In order to tackle the critical resource tracking problem in the underground space, a 

surveying-computing integrated solution has been proposed: a robotic total station is 

remotely controlled by preprogrammed procedures to automatically track and survey 
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the TBM’s position, so as to instantaneously derive the line and level deviations of the 

as-built tunnel alignment. Furthermore, using the coordinates of a minimum of three 

tracking points on the TBM, its orientation is determined by applying sophisticated 

point-to-angle computing algorithms in real time, rather than by using any instruments 

or orientation gauges, such as inclinometers, gyroscopes and compasses. Two 

point-to-angle computing algorithms originating from the space science and 

navigation engineering have been described, evaluated and adapted for construction 

applications. They are, namely, the deterministic tri-axis attitude determination 

(TRIAD) algorithm and the optimal Quaternion method.  

 

6.1.2. System Performance Assessment by Simulation 

 

A Monte Carlo simulation approach has been formulated and applied in order to 

ensure that the performances of the proposed solution satisfy practical application 

accuracy requirements. Based on the scenarios simulated, in which the TBM is 200 m 

into a straight tunnel and the total station is installed in the jacking shaft, it is found 

that: (1) the standard deviations of the positioning errors are less than 3 mm, and with 

95% confidence, the errors are bounded within ± 6 mm; (2) the orientation error 

standard deviations are less than 1 deg; and with 95% confidence, the errors are 

bounded within ±1.8 deg. The simulation findings indicate that resulting point 

coordinates and derived rotation angles would be accurate enough to satisfy the 

practical TBM tracking requirements.  
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In addition, the computing accuracies by the deterministic TRIAD algorithm and the 

optimal Quaternion method were assessed and compared in the simulation. It is found 

that the resulting orientation errors are mainly determined by: (1) the point surveying 

errors, and (2) the distances between observation points that are defined as lengths of 

baseline. The Quaternion method notably outperformed the TRIAD algorithm, with 

computing accuracy improvement for the three angles ranging from 4% to 24% given 

three observation points available, and from 26% to 33% with one more point was 

added. For the microtunneling application, four geometric layout options for fixing the 

limited number of observation points on the TBM were designed and evaluated.  

 

6.1.3. System Prototyping and Validation through Laboratory and Field 

Testing 

 

A hardware-software integrated prototype of the proposed solution was developed in 

house for validation and demonstration. The prototype system consists of: (1) a 

control laptop computer, (2) an off-the-shelf robotic total station, (3) cable connection 

between the computer and the total station, and (4) multiple tracking targets that are 

fixed to the construction resources. Meanwhile, in-house software was specifically 

coded to: (1) realize automated operations of both positioning and tracking the 

observation points on a moving construction resource; (2) perform point-to-angle 

computing by deterministic and optimization algorithms; (3) fix the resource position 

and its orientation in three dimensional (3D) space in real time.  
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The prototype system has successfully undergone extensive validation testing. Its 

functionality was first tested in the laboratory with respect to: (1) automated tracking 

of multiple observation targets, and (2) orientation determination for a moving object 

that mimicked a working TBM. With the assistance of industry partners, the 

practicability of the integrated prototype system was verified, over a three-month 

period in late 2009, on an ongoing microtunneling site in Hong Kong. Coupled with a 

TBM of internal diameter 1.2 m, the system has been successfully implemented in 

tracking the installation of a 55 m long section of concrete tunnel. Data on TBM 

position and orientation were gathered automatically and completely. The frequency 

for data updating was once per minute. 

 

6.2. Research Contributions 

 

The research has made essential contributions to the state of the art in construction 

engineering research with respect to resource tracking, computing and automation. In 

terms of industrial contributions, the research has delivered a surveying-computing 

integrated, automated and cost-effective solution to tracking a working 

microtunneling TBM, potentially advancing the state of the practice of trenchless 

technology applications. The specific academic and industrial contributions are as 

follows: 
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6.2.1. Academic Contributions 

 

 The research study has extended on the range of resource tracking research in 

construction engineering, especially in relation to the applications in the enclosed, 

complicated underground working space. 

 An in-depth study of point-to-angle computing of an object’s orientation, by 

tracking a limited quantity of observation points, has been conducted. This leads 

to a comprehensive understanding of such special computation methodology for 

orientation determination in the construction engineering domain.  

 A Monte Carlo simulation method was formulated for assessing the performance 

of new devices and comparing different computing algorithms for resource 

positioning and tracking. The simulation approach can be formalized for future 

relevant applications in construction.  

 The research has advanced robotics applications and automated data collection in 

construction by utilizing the state-of-the-art surveying technology of the robotic 

total station. Given the line of sight observation available, the robotic total station 

proved to be effective for automated and precise point surveying, remote target 

tracking and real time data collection. 

 

6.2.2. Industrial Contributions 

 

 As a result of this research study, an automated and cost-effective TBM tracking 
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system has been developed for potential industrial applications in the near future. 

The current price of a robotic total station is in the order of US $ 30,000 to 40,000. 

Thus, the system cost is at the lower end when compared to existing advanced 

TBM guidance systems (e.g. compass-based system and active laser system), 

which can easily cost over US $ 100,000. In fact, a robotic total station can be 

utilized as a versatile tool for various positioning and tracking applications on 

construction projects, with its cost being amortized over a long time span. 

Contractors can purchase or rent a robotic total station just as for other 

construction equipment. The candidate believes in terms of practical 

microtunneling applications, the potential benefits of improving TBM steering 

control by the integration of a robotic total station with automation control and 

computing would far outweigh asset investment in a robotic total station.  

 The investigation of the computing method for orientation determination not only 

sheds light on the feasibility of employing those point-to-angle computing 

algorithms in microtunneling applications, but also paves the way for more 

innovative applications in construction, such as: (1) facilitating lifting and precise 

installation of giant construction elements, (2) orientation computing in 

photogrammetry, (3) modeling solid objects in 3D visualization, and (4) 

controlling critical equipment resources in construction engineering.  

 The utilization and automation control of the robotic total station can find similar 

monitoring or tracking applications in construction, such as: (1) continuous 

monitoring of structural deformation, displacement and settlement, and (2) real 
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time tracking of critical resources or machinery in construction operations.  

 

6.3. Research Limitations 

 

A systematic approach to TBM positioning and tracking is presented in the thesis. 

Some limitations of the proposed solution, methods and technologies employed were 

also identified as follows: 

 

 The computing method for orientation determination entails the positioning of at 

least three observation points in each tracking cycle. The time difference in 

surveying the points on a moving object induces computing errors on the 

orientation of object. Therefore, this methodology is more suitable for 

construction applications in which the tracking object moves slowly, such that its 

position state remains relatively static over a short time window for point 

surveying. For instance, in the microtunneling case, the TBM’s penetration rate 

generally ranges from 3 to 12 m/day. The proposed TBM tracking system 

determines the TBM’s orientation in real time, and also calibrates the orientation 

results between two consecutive pipe jacking cycles (the jacking operations cease 

for a short time interval allowing for installation of a new pipe section).  

 Limited by the telescope’s rotating speed, the robotic total station may fail to 

follow and track dynamic targets that move with relatively high speed. The 

maximum rotating speed of an off-the-shelf robotic total station is about 45 deg/s 
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(Leica 2010a). In addition, the tracking performance is dependent on the distance 

between the total station and the tracking target. For example, the total station can 

track a dynamic target with a moving speed of about 5 m/s at a distance of 20 m, 

while the tracking speed increases to 25 m/s at a distance of 100 m (Leica 2010b).  

 In the Monte Carlo simulations, simulated measurement results by a total station 

are randomly sampled form a normal distribution with the mean being the true 

measurement value and the standard deviation determined according to the 

manufacturer’s accuracy specifications. To further enhance the performance of 

the Monte Carlo simulation methods, the normal distribution can be truncated to a 

practical range, or the simulated surveying data can be accurately modeled by 

analyzing extensive data from field experiments.  

 The prototype TBM tracking system has been tested and validated on a real 

microtunneling site in this study. More field trials will be carried out in the near 

future. In addition, the performance of the reflective tape target has been assessed 

under practical field conditions, showing that the working range of the reflective 

tape target is limited to within 55 m. For future applications in long distance 

tunnels, use of glass prisms is recommended.  

 

6.4. Future Recommendations 

 

Research can be extended in two directions: (1) TBM tracking on curved drives, and 

(2) integration of the TBM tracking system and the wireless data communication 
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system. 

 

The TBM guidance system developed in this research lends itself well to tunnels with 

straight-line alignments. Nevertheless, as opposed to reliance on fixed laser 

referencing, the system is designed for dynamic target tracking. For the system to 

function in tunnels with a curved alignment, the total station may need to be 

repositioned inside the tunnel to obtain the lines of sight. The challenges for TBM 

tracking in curved drives may lie in: (1) how to set up the system inside the utility 

tunnel; (2) how to precisely update the coordinates of a moving total station in real 

time; and (3) how to ensure line-of-sight observation inside a long curved tunnel. In 

addition, a complete study on design and control of curved tunnel would merit serious 

research in the future. 

 

Wireless data communications can be integrated with TBM tracking, with respect to: 

(1) local wireless data communications on the jobsite by short-range wireless 

communication technologies, and (2) remote monitoring of on-site operations using 

the Internet. In particular, the local wireless communications would connect the 

control computer and the total station by replacing the current cable connection, while 

data communications via the Internet could broadcast on-site operations information 

in real time, to clients, contractors and consultants at remote offices.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

GSI Communication Protocol for Leica 

Total Station 

 

 

 

In this Appendix, the Leica GSI communication protocol for remote control of a 

robotic total station is introduced. The total station is connected with a control 

computer via a RS232 serial cable. The GSI protocol provides a general purpose, 

serial data interface for bi-directional communication between the total station and the 

computer (Leica 2002). The data communication is accomplished by use of a set of 

standardized control commands.  

 

A.1. GSI Data Format 

 

GSI data is transmitted in blocks with each block ended with a terminator, such as 

carriage return/linefeed (CR/LF). As shown in Figure A-1, every block in the sample 

consists of four data words. The data word begins with a two-character word index 

(WI), which specifies the data type within the block. Each GSI data word has in total 

16 characters, consisting of 7 information characters (e.g. WI, sign), followed by 8 
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data characters and by a blank character at the end, as explained in the bottom of 

Figure A-1. The GSI data sample (in the top of Figure A-1) shows a GSI block 

sequence with the words for point ID (WI: 11), easting coordinate (WI: 81), northing 

coordinate (WI: 82) and elevation coordinate (WI: 83). 

 

1234567890123456 (16 characters per word)

110001+0000A110 81..00+00005387 82..00-00000992 83..00-00003641
110002+0000A111 81..00+00007586 82..00-00003031 83..00-00003895
110003+0000A112 81..00+00007536 82..00-00003080 83..00-00001256
110004+0000A113 81..00+00003839 82..00-00003080 83..00-00007857
110005+0000A114 81..00+00001241 82..00-00001344 83..00-00002486

8 ch.

GSI Data Word Structure:

GSI Data Sample:

Characters 1-2:
Characters 3-6:
Character   7:
Characters 8-15:
Character   16:

Word Index (WI)
Information related to data
Sign
Data (8 digits)
Blank (separating character)

E.g. “11” (WI for Point ID)
E.g. “0003” (block No. in word 1)
E.g. “+” or “-”
E.g. “0000A114” (Point ID)

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 Word 4

 

Figure A-1. Example of GSI data format 

 

A.2. Online Command Structure 

 

GSI online commands represent a simple syntax structure consisting of four basic 

commands. In this section, a short summary explaining the meanings of the basic 

commands is given, followed with some examples. 
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SET   Set total station parameters 

CONF   Read total station internal parameter settings 

PUT   Write/change value within the total station 

GET/I/…  Get instant values from the total station 

GET/M/…  Release measurement and get measured values from the total station 

 

A.2.1. Example of SET Commands 

 

SYNTAX:     SET/<set spec>/<parameter>/<CR/LF> 

EXAMPLE:    SET/30/0 

RESPONSE:   ? 

 

Set total station BEEP 
SET/30/0 

SET/30/1 

OFF (disable) 

ON (enable) 

 

A.2.2. Example of CONF Commands 

 

SYNTAX:     CONF/<conf spec>/<CR/LF> 

EXAMPLE:    CONF/30/0 

RESPONSE:   0030/0000 

 

Read the BEEP setting 
0030/0000 

0030/0001 

Beep disabled 

Beep enabled 
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A.2.3. Example of PUT Commands 

 

SYNTAX:     PUT/<put spec><value>_<CR/LF> 

EXAMPLE:    PUT/11….+00001234  

RESPONSE:   ? 

 

Write Point number PUT/11….+00001234 Puts Pt. No. “1234” 

 

A.2.4. Example of GET Commands 

 

SYNTAX:     GET/n/WI<get spec><CR/LF> 

EXAMPLE:    GET/M/WI21 

RESPONSE:   21.102+12149400 

 

Read Horizontal and 

Vertical Angles 
GET/M/WI21/WI/22 

21.102+12149400 

22.102+08832420 

Hz-angle = “121.49400 gon” 

V-angle = “88.32420 gon” 

 

A.3. Key GSI Commands Used in the Research 

 

This section first lists some key GSI commands used in the research for realizing 

automated control of the robotic total station, followed with the commands for 

positioning of total station’s telescope. Warning and errors messages returned from the 
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total station together with the possible reasons are described in the end. 

 

A.3.1. Selected SET Commands 

 

SYNTAX:     SET/<set spec>/<parameter>/<CR/LF> 

 

<Set spec> Function <Parameter> Setting 

30 BEEP 

0 

1 

2 

OFF 

Medium 

Loud 

40 Angle UNIT 

0 

1 

2 

3 

Gon 

Degree decimal 

Degree sexagesimal 

Mils 

41 Distance UNIT 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Meter 

US Feet decimal 

International Feet decimal 

US feet/Inch 

International Feet/Inch 

50 

Angle: 

displayed 

decimals 

2 

3 

4 

123.12 

123.123 

123.1234 

51 

Distance: 

displayed 

decimals 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

123. 

123.1 

123.12 

123.123 

123.1234 

123.12345 

76 
Data recording 

device 

0 

1 

Memory card 

RS232 serial interface 
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161 

Electronic 

distance 

measurement 

(EDM) modes 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Infra-red (IR) Standard 

IR Fast 

IR Average 

IR Standard 

IR Tracking 

IR Rapid tracking 

Red laser (RL) Stand. long range

RL Standard 

RL Tracking 

IR Tape 

RL Average long range 

RL Average 

 

A.3.2. Selected CONF Commands 

 

SYNTAX:     CONF/<conf spec><CR/LF> 

 

<Conf spec> Function Response Configuration 

30 BEEP 

0030/0000 

0030/0001 

0030/0002 

OFF 

Medium 

Loud 

40 Angle UNIT 

0040/0000 

0040/0001 

0040/0002 

0040/0003 

Gon 

Degree decimal 

Degree sexagesimal 

Mils 

41 Distance UNIT 

0041/0000 

0041/0001 

0041/0002 

0041/0003 

0041/0004 

Meter 

US Feet decimal 

International Feet decimal 

US feet/Inch 

International Feet/Inch 

50 

Angle: 

displayed 

decimals 

0050/0002 

0050/0003 

0050/0004 

123.12 

123.123 

123.1234 

51 

Distance: 

displayed 

decimals 

0051/0000 

0501/0001 

0501/0002 

0051/0003 

0051/0004 

123. 

123.1 

123.12 

123.123 

123.1234 
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0051/0005 123.12345 

70 Baudrate 

0070/0003 

0070/0004 

0070/0005 

0070/0006 

2400 Baud 

4800 Baud 

9600 Baud 

19200 Baud 

76 
Data recording 

device 

0076/0000 

0076/0001 

Memory card 

RS232 serial interface 

90 Battery level 0090/000n 
N:[1..9]; 

N=1: low 

161 EDM modes 

0161/0000 

0161/0001 

0161/0002 

0161/0003 

0161/0004 

0161/0005 

0161/0006 

0161/0007 

0161/0009 

0161/0010 

0161/0011 

0161/0012 

IR Standard 

IR Fast 

IR Average 

IR Standard 

IR Tracking 

IR Rapid tracking 

RL Stand. long range 

RL Standard 

RL Tracking 

IR Tape 

RL Average long range 

RL Average 

170 Detect current face
0170/0000 

0170/0001 

Face I 

Face II 

171 

Direction of 

horizontal circle 

reading 

0171/0000 

0171/0001 

Clockwise 

Counterclockwise 

 

A.3.3. Selected PUT Commands 

 

SYNTAX:     PUT/<put spec><value>_<CR/LF> 

 

<Put spec> Function Access / Example 

11 Set Point number
PUT/11….+00001234_<CR/LF> 

Puts Pt. No “1234” 

21 Hz Angle 

PUT/21…n+10000000_<CR/LF> 

n = [2..4]: angle units 

for n = 2: puts Hz = “100.0000 gon” 

58 Prism constant 
PUT/58….+00000020_<CR/LF> 

Puts reflector constant to “20mm” 
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84 
Station Easting 

(E0) 

PUT/84…n+00100000_<CR/LF> 

for n = 0: puts Easting = “100.000 m” 

85 
Station Northing 

(N0) 

PUT/85…n+00100000_<CR/LF> 

for n = 0: puts Northing = “100.000 m” 

86 
Station Elevation

(H0) 

PUT/86…n+00050000_<CR/LF> 

for n = 0: puts Elevation = “50.000 m” 

87 
Reflector height 

(hr) 

PUT/87…n+00001700_<CR/LF> 

for n = 0: puts hr = “1.700 m” 

88 
Instrument height

(hi) 

PUT/88…n+00001500_<CR/LF> 

for n = 0: puts hi = “1.500 m” 

 

A.3.4. Selected GET Commands 

 

SYNTAX:     GET/n/WI<get spec><CR/LF> 

 

<Get spec> Function Access / Example 

11 Point number 

GET/M/WI11<CR/LF> 

e.g. 11….+00000100 

PtNo = “100” 

19 
Time 

[MM.DD.hh.mm]

GET/M/WI19<CR/LF> 

e.g. 19….+04201030 

Time = “April 20th 10:30” 

21 Hz Angle 

GET/M/WI21<CR/LF> 

e.g. 21.102+10000000 

Hz = “100.0000 gon” 

22 V Angle 

GET/M/WI22<CR/LF> 

e.g. 22.102+10000000 

V = “100.0000 gon” 

31 Slope distance 

GET/M/WI31<CR/LF> 

e.g. 31..00+00022378 

Sdist = “22.378 m” 

58 Prism constant 

GET/I/WI58<CR/LF> 

e.g. 58..16+00000020 

Constant = “20 mm” 

81 
Target Easting 

(E) 

GET/M/WI81<CR/LF> 

e.g. 81..00+00100000 

E = “100.000 m” 

82 
Target Northing 

(N) 

GET/M/WI82<CR/LF> 

e.g. 82..00+00100000 
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N = “100.000 m” 

83 
Target Elevation 

(H) 

GET/M/WI83<CR/LF> 

e.g. 83..00+00030000 

H = “30.000 m” 

84 
Station Easting 

(E0) 

GET/M/WI84<CR/LF> 

e.g. 84..00+00050000 

E0 = “50.000 m” 

85 
Station Northing 

(N0) 

GET/I/WI85<CR/LF> 

e.g. 85..00+00050000 

N0 = “50.000 m” 

86 
Station Elevation

(H0) 

GET/I/WI86<CR/LF> 

e.g. 86..00+00006000 

H0 = “6.000 m” 

87 
Reflector height 

(hr) 

GET/I/WI87<CR/LF> 

e.g. 87..00+00001700 

hr = “1.700 m” 

88 
Instrument height

(hi) 

GET/I/WI88<CR/LF> 

e.g. 88..00+00001500 

hi = “1.500 m” 

 

A.4. Total Station’s Telescope Positioning Commands 

 

Command Function 

PASSWORD 

Allows the use of the following commands. It 

must be sent at least once after the instrument is 

switched on 

CFACE Turns the telescope to the opposite face 

POSIT/<spec>Hz/V 

Turns the telescope to the given direction 

horizontally and vertically. Hz and V are given 

in the unit set in the instruments 

List of <spec>  

A Absolute positioning to the given values 

R Relative positioning from the current position 

P 
Turn the telescope to the direction of the last 

distance measurement 

S 
Search for a reflector in the given range from 

the current position 
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A.5. Warning and Error Messages 

 

Message ID Meaning Possible reasons 

@W100 Instrument busy 
Any other device is still 

interfacing the instrument 

@W127 Invalid command 

The string sent to the total 

station could not be decoded 

properly or does not exist 

@E112 Battery low Low Battery, check voltage 

@E117 Initialization error Contact service 

@E119 
Temperature out of 

range 

Refer to manual for 

temperature range 

@E139 EDM error 

The EDM could not proceed 

the requested measurement; no 

or weak signal; Check EDM 

mode and target 

@E144 
V or Hz collimation 

error 
Check calibration data 

@E150 Angle error Contact service 

@E158 

One of the instruments sensor 

corrections could not be 

assigned 

Instrument is not stable, not 

leveled or suffering of 

vibration; Tilt is out of range 

(e.g. when tilt sensor is out of 

range); Level instrument or 

switch off compensator 

@E190 General motorization error 
If frequently occurs contact 

service 

@E191 Data error Check record mask 

@E194 General error 
If frequently occurs contact 

service 

@E197 ATR error 
ATR not enabled; check ATR 

function 

 

A.6. References 

 

Leica Geosystems AG. (2002). GSI online for Leica TPS and DNA, Heerbrugg, 

Switzerland. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

GUI Programming in MATLAB 

 

 

 

This appendix presents a brief guide to the graphic user interface (GUI) programming 

in MATLAB, which has been applied in the research for developing the in-house 

automated and real-time tracking software (ARTS). The MATLAB, an abbreviation of 

Matrix Laboratory, is a high-level technical computing language and interactive 

environment for algorithm development, data visualization, data analysis and numeric 

computation (Palm 2010). The GUI programming in MATLAB provides a set of tools 

for creating a user-friendly computer interface, while requiring little programming 

experience and minimal development time.  

 

B.1. Designing a GUI 

 

In general, there are three phases of interface design (Marchand and Holland 2003). 

Firstly, before you start a new GUI design, you need to understand the purposes and 

user requirements for the GUI. This phase includes specifying the inputs, controls, 

displays, behavior and outputs of the GUI and their applications. In this thesis research, 
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the candidate intends to develop a GUI for enabling total station connection and 

control, automatic data collection, numeric and graphic data outputs. In the second 

phase, you need to program each of its controls to operate correctly and consistently. 

In the MATLAB GUI, the interface can be created in the graphical user interface 

development environment (GUIDE) or programmatically. Finally, you should test the 

completed or prototype GUI to make sure that it behaves as intended under realistic 

conditions. If testing reveals design or programming flaws, iterate the design until the 

GUI works to your satisfaction.  

 

B.2. Laying Out a GUI 

 

The tools provided in the MATLAB GUIDE greatly simplify the process of designing 

and building interfaces. Using a GUIDE layout editor, the user can lay out a GUI 

easily by clicking and dragging GUI components into the layout area.  

 

B.2.1. GUIDE Layout Editor 

 

A new GUI project can be created by typing “guide” at the MATLAB command 

prompt and then selecting the “Blank GUI (Default)” from the GUIDE Quick Start 

dialog box. An existing GUI can also be opened from the dialog box.  

 

The GUIDE Layout Editor is the control panel for all of the GUIDE tools, which 
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displays a blank or existing GUI. Figure B-1 shows the Layout Editor with a blank 

GUI template. A group of GUI components can be found at the left side of the Layout 

Editor, such as push buttons, pop-up menus, panels, or axes. Those components are 

then dragged into the layout area for laying out a new GUI. 

 

 

Figure B-1. GUIDE Layout Editor with blank GUI template 

 

B.2.2. GUI Components 

 

The GUI components enable a user to perform interactive tasks, including push button, 

slider, radio button, check box, edit text, static text, pop-up menu, list box, toggle 
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button, table, axes, panel, button group and ActiveX control. Several commonly used 

GUI components are discussed below.  

 

The push button is one of the most prevalent components in GUI, which is used to 

indicate that a desired action should immediately take place. It is usually labeled with 

a verb, such as start, run and stop, that describes the action that will take place if the 

user clicks on the button. 

 

The check box represents two states of an option that you may want to provide. The 

two states will be referred to as “on” or “off” for simplicity, that indicates true/false or 

yes/no. The state of a check box can be changed by clicking the mouse over the 

component. Note the radio button is similar to the check box that associates with two 

states.  

 

The edit text is used in situations that require the user to enter strings of characters or 

numbers. The edit text item can be initialized with a string that the user can delete and 

edit. Clicking the edit text will change the mouse from a pointer to a text insertion 

indicator.  

 

The pop-up menu is used in situation where multiple choices need to be available to 

the user. The current selection is displayed in an unopened pop-up menu. Another 

choice can be made by dragging the mouse to any of the choices. Note the list box is 
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similar to the pop-up menu while making the set of options visible to the user at all 

times.  

 

B.2.3. Completed GUI Layout 

 

Figure B-2 shows the completed GUI layout of the ARTS program after dragging and 

aligning different GUI components. After saving the GUI layout, the GUIDE stores it 

in two files, a FIG-file and a code file. The Fig-file, with extension .fig, is a binary file 

that contains a description of the layout. The code file, with extension .m, contains 

MATLAB functions that control the GUI.  

 

 

Figure B-2. Completed GUI layout of the ARTS program 
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B.3. Programming a GUI 

 

After laying out the GUI, the next stage of GUI development involves coding the 

functions associated with GUI components in the code file. The functions, also called 

Callbacks, execute in response to some actions by the user, such as clicking a push 

button. GUIDE automatically adds templates for the most commonly used callbacks 

to the code file. Code can be added to the callbacks to perform the functions wanted by 

editing the code file using the MATLAB Editor (as shown in Figure B-3). GUI 

programming samples are given in the following two sections.  

 

 

Figure B-3. MATLAB Editor for GUI Programming 
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B.3.1. Programming a Push Button 

 

Each push button indicates the action that will take place by clicking the button. The 

push button callback can be accessed by right clicking the button in the Layout Editor 

to display a context menu, and then selecting View Callbacks - Callback, as indicated 

in Figure B-4 (the push button of “Execute”).  

 

 

Figure B-4. Viewing callback of a push button 

 

Figure B-5 shows the code of the “Execute” push button callback (ID: pushbutton21) 

in the GUI code file. Any following code to the callback can be added immediately 

after the comment that begins “% handles”.  
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Figure B-5. Callback of a push button in GUI code file 

 

B.3.2. Programming a Pop-Up Menu 

 

The pop-up menu in Figure B-6 enables the user to select one of the two serial ports of 

the control computer to connect a total station. The pop-up menu callback can be 

accessed by right clicking the button in the Layout Editor to display a context menu, 

and then selecting View Callbacks - Callback, as indicated in Figure B-6.  

 

Figure B-7 shows the code of the pop-up menu callback (ID: popupmenu10) in the 

GUI code file. Any following code to the callback can be added immediately after the 

comment that begins “% handles”. 
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Figure B-6. Viewing callback of a pop-up menu 

 

 

Figure B-7. Callback of a pop-up menu in GUI code file 
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B.4. Running a GUI 

 

After laying out and programming the GUI, we can run the GUI by selecting “Run” 

from the Layout Editor “Tools” menu. The GUI can also be run by typing the name of 

the code file at MATLAB command line. The resulting interface of the ARTS is shown 

in Figure B-8.  

 

 

Figure B-8. Completed GUI of the ARTS program 

 

B.5. References 

 

Marchand, P., and Holland, O. T. (2003). Graphics and GUIs with MATLAB, 

Chapman & Hall, Boca Raton, Florida, U.S. 
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Palm, W. J. (2010). Introduction to MATLAB for engineers, 3rd Ed., McGraw-Hill, 

New York, U.S. 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Illustration of Point-to-Angle Computation 

in Laboratory Testing 

 

 

 

In this Appendix, the computing procedure for deriving the object rotation angles in 

the laboratory testing is illustrated. Step-by-step computation by using two 

point-to-angle computing algorithms, the TRIAD algorithm and the Quaternion 

method, is presented, which provides a brief tutorial to learn the computing methods 

for orientation determination.  

 

C.1. Input Data 

 

In the laboratory testing, three observation points (P1, P2, and P3) fixed on the mock 

‘TBM’ form two vectors (V1 and V2) and a specific object body frame (X-Y-Z frame) 

with reference to point P2, as shown in Figure C-1. The object orientation is defined 

by: (1) yawing angle about the Z-axis, (2) pitching angle about the X-axis, and (3) 

rolling angle about the Y-axis. The positive or negative angle values represent the 

directions of rotation, as indicated in Figure C-1. 
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Figure C-1. Object body frame with two observation vectors 

 

The point coordinates were precisely surveyed in the body frame and the local 

geodetic frame, respectively, as given in Tables C-1 and C-2. 

 

Table C-1. Point Coordinates in the Body Frame in Laboratory Testing 

Coordinates in the body frame (m) 
Time Pt. ID 

X Y Z 

P1 0.1953 0 0.3855 

P2 0 0 0 T1 & T2 

P3 0.4237 0 0 

 

Table C-2. Point Coordinates in the Local Geodetic Frame in Laboratory Testing 

Coordinates in the local geodetic frame (m) 
Time Pt. ID 

East North Zenith 

P1 8.505 3.644 -0.133 

P2 8.418 3.822 -0.517 T1 

P3 8.617 3.448 -0.520 

P1 8.500 3.647 -0.133 

P2 8.385 3.805 -0.516 T2 

P3 8.642 3.476 -0.520 
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C.2. Step-by-step Calculation by the TRIAD Algorithm 

 

Step 1: Calculate two vectors 1̂v  and 2v̂  with respect to point P2 in the body frame 

at time T1. 

1 1 1

0.4237

ˆ ˆ ˆ3 2 0 ( )

0

b b
T Tv p p m

 
     
  

                 (C-1) 

2 1 1

0.1953

ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 0 ( )

0.3855

b b
T Tv p p m

 
     
  

                 (C-2) 

 

Step 2: Calculate three orthogonal and unified vectors 1̂r , 2̂r , and 3̂r  at time T1. 

1 1 1

1

ˆ ˆ ˆ/ 0 ( )

0

r v v m

 
    
  

                      (C-3) 

 2 1 2 1 2

0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ/ 1 ( )

0

r v v v v m

 
      
  

              (C-4) 

3 1 2

0

ˆ ˆ ˆ 0 ( )

1

r r r m

 
     
  

                       (C-5) 

The orthogonal matrix 1TM  is determined at time T1 as: 

 1 1 2 3

1 0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ 0 1 0

0 0 1
TM r r r

 
    
  

                 (C-6) 

 

Step 3: Calculate two vectors 
1

ˆ nw  and 
2

ˆ nw  with respect to point P2 in the local 

geodetic frame at time T2. 
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2 21

0.257

ˆ ˆ ˆ3 2 0.329 ( )

0.004
T T

n n nw p p m

 
     
  

                (C-7) 

2 22

0.115

ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 0.158 ( )

0.383
T T

n n nw p p m

 
     
  

                (C-8) 

 

Step 4: Convert the two vectors 
1

ˆ nw  and 
2

ˆ nw  from the local geodetic frame to the 

body frame (defined at time T1) by multiplying a predetermined transformation matrix 

1TA . 

11 1

0.4112

ˆ ˆ 0.0723 ( )

0.0024

n
Tw A w m

 
    
  

                  (C-9) 

2 1 2

0.1908

ˆ ˆ 0.0341 ( )

0.3838

n
Tw A w m

 
    
  

                  (C-10) 

Where 

1

0.4697 0.8828 0.0071

0.8827 0.4695 0.0177

0.0123 0.0146 0.9998

  
   
   

TA               (C-11) 

 

Step 5: Calculate three orthogonal and unified vectors 1̂s , 2ŝ , and 3̂s  at time T2. 

1 1 1

0.9849

ˆ ˆ ˆ/ 0.1732 ( )

0.0056

s w w m

 
    
  

                 (C-12) 

   2 1 2 1 2

0.1732

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ/ 0.9849 ( )

0.0014

s w w w w m

 
      
  

       (C-13) 
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3 1 2

0.0053

ˆ ˆ ˆ 0.0024 ( )

1.0000

s s s m

 
     
  

                    (C-14) 

The orthogonal matrix 2TM  is determined at time T2 as: 

 2 1 2 3

0.9849 0.1732 0.0053

ˆ ˆ ˆ 0.1732 0.9849 0.0024

0.0056 0.0014 1.0000
TM s s s

 
    
   

       (C-15) 

 

Step 6: Calculate the transformation matrix A . 

1 2

0.9849 0.1732 0.0056

0.1732 0.9849 0.0014

0.0053 0.0024 1.0000

T
T TA M M

 
     
  

          (C-16) 

 

Step 7: The three rotation angles are determined by the TRIAD algorithm as: 

(2,1) 0.1732
arctan arctan 9.9755(deg)

(2,2) 0.9849

A

A


          
  

     (C-17) 

 arcsin (2,3) arcsin( 0.0014) 0.0814(deg)A               (C-18) 

(1,3) 0.0056
arctan arctan 0.3235(deg)

(3,3) 1.0000


          
  

A

A
     (C-19) 

 

C.3. Step-by-step Calculation by the Quaternion Method 

 

Step 1: Calculate two vectors 1̂
nv  and 2ˆ

nv  with respect to point P2 in the local 

geodetic frame at time T2. 

1 2 2

0.257

ˆ ˆ ˆ3 2 0.329 ( )

0.004

n n n
T Tv p p m

 
     
  

               (C-20) 
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2 2 2

0.115

ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 0.158 ( )

0.383

n n n
T Tv p p m

 
     
  

               (C-21) 

 

Step 2: Convert the two vectors 1̂
nv  and 2ˆ

nv  from the local geodetic frame to the 

body frame (defined at time T1) by multiplying a predetermined transformation matrix 

1TA . 

11 1

0.4112

ˆ ˆ 0.0723 ( )

0.0024

n
Tv A v m

 
    
  

                  (C-22) 

2 1 2

0.1908

ˆ ˆ 0.0341 ( )

0.3838

n
Tv A v m

 
    
  

                   (C-23) 

Where 

1

0.4697 0.8828 0.0071

0.8827 0.4695 0.0177

0.0123 0.0146 0.9998

  
   
   

TA              (C-24) 

The matrix V  at time T2 is determined as: 

 1 2

0.4112 0.1908

ˆ ˆ 0.0732 0.0341 ( )

0.0024 0.3838

V v v m

 
    
  

             (C-25) 

 

Step 3: Calculate two vectors 1ŵ  and 2ŵ  with respect to point P2 in the body frame 

at time T1. 

1 1 1

0.4237

ˆ ˆ ˆ3 2 0 ( )

0

b b
T Tw p p m

 
     
  

               (C-26) 
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2 1 1

0.1953

ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 0 ( )

0.3855

b b
T Tw p p m

 
     
  

               (C-27) 

The matrix W  at time T1 is determined as: 

 1 2

0.4237 0.1953

ˆ ˆ 0 0 ( )

0 0.3855

W w w m

 
    
  

          (C-28) 

 

Step 4: Calculate the intermediate matrices, vector and scalar. 

0.2115 0.0373 0.0740

0 0 0

0.0735 0.0131 0.1480

TB WV

 
    
  

            (C-29) 

0.4230 0.0373 0.1475

0.0373 0 0.0131

0.1475 0.0131 0.2959

TS B B

 
     
  

           (C-30) 

(2,3) (3, 2) 0.0131

ˆ (3,1) (1,3) 0.0004

(1, 2) (2,1) 0.0373

B B

z B B

B B

    
         
      

                (C-31) 

( ) 0.3594tr B                                (C-32) 

 

Step 5: The matrix K  is then determined as: 

0.0635 0.0373 0.1475 0.0131

ˆ 0.0373 0.3594 0.0131 0.0004

ˆ 0.1475 0.0131 0.0635 0.0373

0.0131 0.0004 0.0373 0.3594

T

S I z
K

z




 
                

    (C-33) 

 

Step 6: Calculate the eigenvector and the eigenvalue of the matrix K . 
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0.0008 0.0869 0.8364 0.5413

0.0010 0.9962 0.0734 0.0466

0.0869 0.0008 0.5413 0.8364

0.9962 0.0010 0.0466 0.0734

KV

   
  
   
  

         (C-34) 

 0.3627 0.3627 0.1630 0.1630KD                (C-35) 

 

Step 7: The largest eigenvalue of matrix K  is 0.3627. The quaternion q̂  is chosen 

as the corresponding eigenvector: 

1

2

3

4

0.0008

0.0010
ˆ

0.0869

0.9962

q

q
q

q

q

   
   
    
   
   

  

                    (C-36) 

 

Step 8: Calculate the transformation matrix A . 

   
   
   

2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 3 2 4

2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 2 3 1 4

2 2 2 2
1 3 2 4 2 3 1 4 1 2 3 4

2 2

ˆ( ) 2 2

2 2

0.9849 0.1732 0.0021

0.1732 0.9849 0.0014

0.0018 0.0018 1.0000

q q q q q q q q q q q q

A q q q q q q q q q q q q q

q q q q q q q q q q q q

     
        
       

 
    
  

  (C-37) 

 

Step 9: The three rotation angles are determined by the Quaternion method as: 

(2,1) 0.1732
arctan arctan 9.9755(deg)

(2,2) 0.9849

A

A


          
  

     (C-38) 

 arcsin (2,3) arcsin( 0.0014) 0.0814(deg)A               (C-39) 

(1,3) 0.0021
arctan arctan 0.1185(deg)

(3,3) 1.0000


          
  

A

A
      (C-40) 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Matrix and Vector Algebra 

 

 

 

This appendix describes relevant matrix and vector algebra applied in the thesis 

research, so as to make the complicated matrix computations comprehensible and 

acceptable by researchers and practitioners in the area of construction engineering. In 

the appendix, the definitions of matrix and vector are first given, followed by specific 

matrix and vector functions, including: (1) elementary operations, such as addition, 

subtraction and multiplication, (2) transpose, trace and determinant, (3) matrix 

inverses, (4) eigenvectors and eigenvalues, (5) length and products of vector (Wertz 

1978; Abadir and Magnus 2005; Leon 2010).  

 

D.1. Definitions 

 

A matrix is a rectangular array of scalar entries. The entries are known as the elements 

of the matrix. Note in this thesis, we represent a matrix with an uppercase letter, while 

all the elements of the matrix are real numbers. The matrix with m rows and n columns 

is given by: 
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11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

n

n
ij

m m mn

A A A

A A A
A A

A A A

 
 
       
 
 




  


                (D-1) 

Where, ijA  or ( , )A i j  stands for the entry that lies in the i-th row and the j-th column 

of the matrix A . This matrix is referred to as an m-by-n matrix or as a matrix of order 

m-by-n. In particular, an n-by-n matrix is called a square matrix.  

 

The main diagonal of a square matrix is the set of elements with row and column 

indices equal. A diagonal matrix is a square matrix with nonzero elements only on the 

main diagonal, e.g.,  

11

22

0 0

0 0

0 0 nn

B

B
B

B

 
 
 
 
 
 




  


                   (D-2) 

An identity matrix is a diagonal matrix with all the elements on the main diagonal 

equal to unity. It is denoted by I  or nI  of order n. For example, an order three 

identity matrix is: 

3

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

I

 
   
  

                       (D-3) 

 

A matrix that has only one row or one column is referred to as a vector, which is 

represented with a lowercase letter in this thesis. To distinguish a column vector 

( n -by-one matrix) from a row vector (one-by- n  matrix), we place a wedge above the 

letter of each column vector, e.g. p̂ . For instance, an m-dimensional column vector 
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p̂  and an n-dimensional row vector q  are given by: 

1

2ˆ

m

p

p
p

p

 
 
 
 
 
 


                          (D-4) 

 1 2 nq q q q                       (D-5) 

 

D.2. Elementary Operations 

 

The sum of two matrices is possible only if the matrices have the same orders. The 

resulting matrix is obtained by adding together corresponding elements of the original 

two matrices, i.e.,  

ij ijA B A B                           (D-6) 

Matrix subtraction is defined analogously to the addition. The orders of the matrices 

must be identical. The resulting matrix is obtained by subtracting from the elements of 

A  the corresponding elements of B , i.e., 

ij ijA B A B                           (D-7) 

Multiplication of a matrix by a scalar is accomplished by multiply each element of the 

matrix by the scalar, i.e., 

ijA A                              (D-8) 

Multiplication of two matrices is possible only if the number of columns of A  is 

equal to the number of rows of B . If A  is of order l-by-m and B  is m-by-n, the 

product of AB  is the l-by-n matrix given by: 
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1

( )
m

ij ik kj
k

AB AB A B


        
                   (D-9) 

Matrix multiplication is associative 

( ) ( )A BC AB C                       (D-10) 

and distributive over addition 

( )A B C AB AC                       (D-11) 

However, in general, matrix multiplication is not commutative 

AB BA                         (D-12) 

 

D.3. Transpose, Trace and Determinant 

 

The transpose of a matrix is the matrix resulting from interchanging rows and columns. 

The transpose of A  in Equation (D-1) is denoted by TA  with its elements given by: 

11 21 1

12 22 2

1 2

m

mT
ji

n n mn

A A A

A A A
A A

A A A

 
 
       
 
 




  


              (D-13) 

The transpose of a column vector is a row vector. The transpose of the transpose of a 

matrix is equal to the original matrix: 

 TTA A                          (D-14) 

The transpose of the product of two matrices is equal to the product of the transpose of 

the matrices in the opposite order:  

 T T TAB B A                        (D-15) 

A symmetric matrix is a square matrix that is equal to its transpose: 
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TA A                           (D-16) 

A skew-symmetric or anti-symmetric matrix is equal to the negative of its transpose: 

TA A                           (D-17) 

 

The trace of an n-by-n matrix is the sum of the diagonal elements of the matrix: 

1

( )
n

ii
i

tr A A


                        (D-18) 

The trace of a product of square matrices is unchanged by a cyclic permutation of the 

order of the product: 

( ) ( )tr ABC tr CBA                      (D-19) 

 

The determinant of an n-by-n matrix is the complex number defined by: 

1

det( ) ( 1)
n

i j
ij ij

j

A A M



                    (D-20) 

Where for any fixed i=1,2,…,n, ijM  is the minor of ijA , defined as the determinant of 

the (n-1)-by-(n-1) matrix formed by omitting the ith row and jth column from A . For 

example, 

   1 2
det 1 4 2 3 2

3 4

  
       

  
               (D-21) 

 

The determinant of the product of two square matrices is equal to the product of the 

determinants: 

    det det detAB A B                   (D-22) 

The determinant of a scalar multiplied by an n-by-n matrix is given by: 
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   det detnA A                      (D-23) 

The determinants of a matrix and of its transpose are equal: 

   det det TA A                       (D-24) 

 

D.4. Matrix Inverses 

 

For an n-by-n square matrix A , if there is an n-by-n square matrix B  such that: 

nAB BA I                         (D-25) 

Then B  is called the inverse of A , denoted by 1A . 

 

The inverse of the inverse of a matrix is equal to the original matrix: 

  11A A
                          (D-26) 

The inverse of the transpose of a matrix is given by: 

   1 1 TTA A
                        (D-27) 

The inverse of the product of two matrices is the product of the inverses in the opposite 

order: 

  1 1 1AB B A
                         (D-28) 

An orthogonal matrix is a matrix that its transpose equal to the inverse: 

1TA A                          (D-29) 

and 

T TA A AA I                         (D-30) 
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D.5. Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues 

 

For an n-by-n matrix A  and if: 

ˆ ˆAx x                          (D-31) 

For some nonzero vector x̂  and scalar  , we define that the x̂  is an eigenvector of 

A  and that   is the corresponding eigenvalue.  

 

The Equation (D-31) can be rewritten as: 

  0A I x                         (D-32) 

Then   is an eigenvalue of A  if and only if: 

 det 0A I                        (D-33) 

 

D.6. Length and Products of Vector 

 

For an n-dimensional vector p̂ , the Euclidean norm or length of the vector is defined 

by: 

2 2 2
1 2ˆ np p p p                      (D-34) 

 

In this thesis, we only consider vectors with three real components for product 

computation. Suppose there are two three-dimensional column vectors û  and v̂ . 

1

2

3

ˆ

u

u u

u

 
   
  

                         (D-35) 
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1

2

3

ˆ

v

v v

v

 
   
  

                         (D-36) 

 

The dot product of the vectors is defined by: 

1 1 2 2 3 3
1

ˆ ˆ
n

i i
i

u v u v u v u v u v


                     (D-37) 

The cross product of the vectors is defined by: 

2 3 3 2

3 1 1 3

1 2 2 1

ˆ ˆ

u v u v

u v u v u v

u v u v

 
    
  

                     (D-38) 

The following identities are often used to present the dot product and the cross 

product: 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ cosu v u v                        (D-39) 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ sinu v u v                       (D-40) 

Where    0 180deg   is the angle between the vectors û  and v̂ .  

 

In addition, the vector products have following properties: 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆu v v u                           (D-41) 

 ˆ ˆ ˆ 0u u v                          (D-42) 
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